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A Milestone
BY LESLIE STIMSON

WASHINGTON —

A proposal to
allo\\. digital FM stations to increase
power — one that reflects industry
negotiations and recent compromise
among several major broadcast interests — is now in the hands of the Media
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¡Phone app is
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— Page 26

Smith's family owns a frozen food
business in Oregon but he is acreature of
Washington, having moved here when he
was two years old after his father joined
Dwight Eisenhower's presidential staff.
His cousin Stewart Udall was secretary
of the interior under John E Kennedy.
Smith was elected to the Senate in
1997 and served on the Commerce
Committee while the Federal Communications Commission was implementing the Telecom Act, meaning he is

OPINION
• Why Ti circuits
aren't going
away. — Page 33

probably more familiar than many legislators with how that landmark legislation
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Increase Is Called

WASHINGTON — Gordon Smith,
former U.S. senator from Oregon, is on
the job at the National Association of
Broadcasters as its president and chief
executive officer.
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Power
Is Now in
FCC's Court

A Talk With Mr. Smith,

• lhe FCC renews efforts aimed at
assessing post-disaster damage to
broadcast infrastructure.— Page 3
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affected broadcasters as well as wired
and wireless carriers.
Broadcasters

chose

Smith,

a

Bureau of the Federal Communications
Commission.
The goals of the proposal are to
mprove reception of digital signals significantly, particularly in mobile environments and within buildings, and to
match up HD Radio digital coverage

Republican, to lead them at atime when
Democrats hold more of the power cards
at the White House, in Congress and at
the FCC. He must encompass the dis-

areas with stations' analog footprints.
More broadly, advocates hope a power
hike will help renew the pace of adoption of HD Radio by broadcasters and

parate interests of TV and radio in both
large and small markets; he must steady

send a positive sign to autornakers and
the consumer electronics industry.

the course of atrade association that represents a mature industry, and lead the
NAB and its broadcast members at a
time when many members are worried

The commission is contemplating
the compromise crafted by iBiquity
Digital and NPR, with input from the
so-called Joint Parties, a group of 18

about their business models and their
very future.

organizations including major broadcasters and transmission manufacturers.

(continued on page 5)
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FCC Pushes DIRS Effort
NAB Pledges Help to
Build Two- Year- Old
Database Initiative
BY RANDY J. STINE
WASHINGTON — The Federal Communications Commission has renewed
efforts to build a national database of
radio stations it can use to determine damage to broadcast infrastructure quickly
after adisaster.
It's billed as disaster support for broadcasters, and the FCC is joining with the
National Association of Broadcasters to
ratchet up its campaign to entice broadcasters to participate in the voluntary in-house
reporting system.
The Disaster Information Reporting
System is a free Web-based program
launched by the commission and the
Department of Homeland Security's
National Communications System. It

hosted by NAB this year.
"We had daily phone calls out to every
single radio and TV station in the impacted area. The process was very manual
with multiple agencies involved. It just
wasn't very coordinated."
But most importantly, he said, "broadcasters really had no way of asking us for
help."
BROADCAST PARTICIPATION LOW
In an effort to raise awareness of the
benefits, the FCC and NAB are hoping to
boost radio and TV station participation,
which has been low.
DIRS has been activated four times
since its inception: during hurricanes
Gustav and Ike and tropical storm Fay in
2008, and during the Kentucky ice
storms in 2009.
"The likelihood of ( DIRS) being
activated in the Gulf region is higher
than other geographic areas, but this
would be avery valuable tool anywhere
across the country during disaster

disaster. We know over-the-air broadcast
is the most vital communications tool
there is in those cases," said FCC
spokesman Robert Kenny. "We can help
with whatever it takes to maintain operations. For instance, abroadcaster might
need special temporary authority to operate out of the license norm after adisaster. We can help with that."
Kenny said broadcasters in the hurricane-prone regions of the southern
United States in particular realize the
importance of disaster preparedness,
hence ahigh number of DIRS registrants
in those areas.
PROJECT ROLL CALL
"But it could be flooding in the upper
Midwest or an earthquake in California.
Regardless, we invite as many participants as possible," Kenny said.
The DIRS program serves as acomplement to the FCC's Project Roll Call
system, which establishes a baseline of
broadcast activity prior to ahurricane or
other disaster to give emergency managers an idea of who is on the air broadcasting critical information to the public

•
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allows broadcasters and other communication providers, including wireless and
wireline services, to report their status
after public disaster.
Approximately 700 radio and TV
broadcast stations are registered with the
DIRS initiative, which launched in 2007.
FCC officials say many of those stations
are concentrated in the Gulf Coast region.
FCC officials say DIRS is crucial to
maintaining communication paths with
the public after any major disaster.
Broadcasters can use DIRS to request
fuel, generators and other equipment they
might need after a disaster. The FCC,
Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency and local public safety officials
will have access to the information.
"Hurricane Katrina taught us a lot.
The process of collecting information on
the damage done to communications
infrastructure was labor-intensive," said
John Healy, an FCC Public Safety and
Homeland Security Bureau official,
during a DIRS informational Webcast

800-426-8434

restoration efforts," said David Layer,
senior director of advanced engineering
with NAB.
Broadcasters simply create a DIRS
account and then log in to submit informa-

post-disaster, Kenny said.
Project Roll Call, a program of the
FCC and FEMA, uses data collected by
FCC field engineers equipped with a
spectrum analyzer to measure broadcast

(Broadcasters really had no way of asking us for help.
—John Healy, FCC
tion voluntarily regarding their status after
a disaster, Layer said. "They update the
information just once aday remotely via
an Internet connection and only during the
time that DIRS is activated."
That information will be passed along
through FEMA to state emergency operations.
"Our goal is for the seamless coordination of communications following a

activity within a 30-mile radius before
and after adisaster.
"We expec
. tto emphasize the use ut
DIRS and Project Recall in the future.
Emergency preparedness and need to
maintain the communication infrastructure
after adisaster is more crucial than ever.
"In times of crisis, Americans rely on
local broadcasters to deliver critical
(continued on page 5)
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RW Writers Make Their Marks
Be sure to register now to attend our
free webinar "What to Watch for in
2010." Skip Pizzi and Ihost guest speakers David Layer, Jeff Littlejohn and
James Cridland in aroundtable that takes
place Tuesday Dec. 8; you can watch and
listen from your desk or laptop. Find
details on page 29 of this issue.
nafew weeks I'll salute people whose
Icontributions this year have made
Radio World possible. Today, afew specific accomplishments:
Congrats first to Al Peterson, who
picked up Society of Broadcast Engineers
certifications during the AES convention
in New York. Al can add the letters CBT
for Certified Broadcast Technologist and
CEA for Certified Audio Engineer to go
along with his ham call sign KJ4IVD. He
is assistant chief engineer for the Radio
America Network and has been affiliated
with RW for 20 years as a columnist,
employee and contributor. Those who
have met Al or read his stuff know he's
both a talented audio/radio professional
and one very funny guy.
John Bisset meanwhile has noted his
40th year in broadcasting. You know him
as author of Workbench. A past winner of
SBE's "Educator of the Year" Award,
John is areal friend to the industry and a
source of awealth of expertise — much
of it picked up from readers like you
through the years. He is Nautel's international sales manager for Europe and
Southern Africa.
Richard Strickland, who writes about
RF safety in Radio World, has developed
a new Web site with useful resources.
His company, aptly named RF Safety
Solutions, is amanagement and scientific consulting firm focused on radio fre-

quency safety. Visit him at www.rfsafetysolutions.com. Find his RW stories
under the Articles tab. Also peruse the
interesting material under the RF
Radiation tab. (Richard's stories also are
archived on RW's site under Columns.)

FROM THE

The coming year marks the 25th year
in which Ken Deutsch will have written
for Radio World. Ken recalls that he
approached John Gatski, then of the RW
staff, via atyped letter — commercial email as we know it did not exist —
inquiring whether he might submit a

RADIO HISTORY
James O'Neal, broadcast
Loy E. Bart
history buff extraordinaire,
Radio Pima and
has authored some of our
Lifelong Inventor
most popular recent articles,
f 1'
including two in-depth stories about the history of the
FCC as well as his careful
research into the facts
behind Reginald Fessen den's legendary Christmas
Eve broadcast in 1906.
James, whose desk is 15 or
20 feet from mine, recently
attended the Antique Wireless Association conference
in Rochester, N.Y. He was
honored with ablue ribbon
for his "traveling road show
exhibit" detailing the career I
of Loy Barton.
Barton's granddaughter
read his RW story and put
James in touch with the family, providing him access to
more of Barton's life information and materials. The The blue-ribbon display about Loy Barton prepared
exhibit included Barton's by lames O'Neal.
master's thesis and several
of his early transistor radios.
guest article.
You can read the Barton story at
"He liked it well enough to encourage
www.rwonline.comlarticle15942. There's
me to write a second and third," Ken
more great history to be found under the
says. "After awhile someone there startRoots of Radio tab at our site. And you
ed sending me checks for these. The way
can learn about the AWA at www.
it worked then was that Iwould snailantiquewireless.org.
mail John aprinted copy of each article
•-•

EDITOR
Paul McLane
as well as afloppy disk containing same.
That went on until about 1990 when I
signed up with CompuServe, an early
provider of e-mail accounts."
Among Ken's contributions (under the
bylines Ken R. and Ken Deutsch) have
been profiles of memorable personalities
like Nancy Cartwright, the voice of Bart
Simpson and a former radio DJ; Fred
Newman, the "mouth sound effects guy"
on "A Prairie Home Companion"; and
Mark Levin, the syndicated talk host.
He has worked in radio, TV and studio
recording and authored three books. Ken
and his Toledo vocal group re-sang classic PAMS jingles for clients from 1980 to
2000 (he'd purchased 5,500 PAMS master tapes and music tracks when the original company went out of business).
"I have found writing to be less glamorous than any other job Ihad over the
years," Ken adds. "Igot more respect
from my high school girlfriend when I
was afry cook in afast food restaurant
than Iget from my wife for having written hundreds of articles and books.
"Of course Ijest. My high school girlfriend was more impressed by the prodigious quantity of French fries and pizzas
Iwas able to pilfer, afringe benefit not
available to writers."
Ken is also aregular volunteer benefitting the Make-A-Wish Foundation.
When Iconsider the accomplishments
and experience of writers like these, it
makes me appreciate how deep the
knowledge pool around RW is.
One more "first" in the family: Your

Electronics Research, Inc. delivers innovative,
high- quality, integrated solutions for
broadcasters around the world and across the
spectrum. When planning your next broadcast
system call us toll-free at 877 [ RI- LINE or visit us
online at www.eriinc.com.

(continued on page 7)
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Radio World News Editor/Washington
Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson spoke with
Smith in early November. Though still
settling into his new gig, it's clear Smith
is at ease with the press.
RW: Since we spoke at the NAB Radio
Show in Philadelphia, how are things
going for you now that you're in the job?
Smith: As Ispeak to you, this is my oneweek anniversary. For the last week, every
morning I've been singing in the shower.

I'm not afraid to talk to anyone about
the cause and value of radio and how
some of the proposals being put forth are
very shortsighted and ultimately counterproductive to the larger interests of the
American people.
RW: At the Radio Show you were talking to us about the lobbying restrictions
that you're under for another 12 months
or so...
Smith: That raises aquestion. In asking
me to appear at this meeting, can they
waive the ethics law? Idon't have an
answer to that. So my answer to these
members is, "Sure, I'd love to come, but

What's in aName? WorldCast
Systems

17

People News

19
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A Look at the Studer OnAir 2500
Modulo

20

Medium Shift: Radio to Television

24
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'Some of the proposals being put forth are very
shortsighted and ultimately counter- productive to the
larger interests of the American people.'
RW: So you're settling in, you're enjoying it ...
Smith: I'm loving it.

can I? Can you give me a waiver?" I
don't know the answer to that, but they'll
have to find that for me.

RW: Has anything surprised you so far?
Smith: Yeah, abunch of things have surprised me that Iprobably can't speak
publicly about.

RW: So you've asked them that?
Smith: That is aletter we are transmitting to them as we speak.

RW: What issue has station owners told
you they most want NAB to work on?
Smith: The whole performance royalty
issue is centermost in their minds.
The larger issue, for me, that encapsulates that is creating aregulatory and legislative environment that allows radio to
continue its great service to the American
people. That is what has sadly slipped
away over the years.
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RW: An environment in which regulators
make things easier for them?
Smith: Ithink the values that the public airwaves provide the American people through the medium of radio are
values that are valuable still. Ithink that
that has been forgotten by too many in
Washington.
RW: A letter that came out of the leadership of the House and Senate Judiciary
Committees invited you to appear before
Congress and take part in talks designed
to settle the performance rights issue
before the bills hit the floors of both
houses. This interview won't reach readers for afew weeks but speaking generally, is NAB committed to not negotiating on performance rights? Or would
you sit down with musicFirst?
Smith: We've been asked by prominent
members of Congress to show up and it
would be an affront to Congress not to
show. The words of John E Kennedy
come to mind: "Never fear to negotiate,
but never negotiate from fear."

RW: Other than the performance rights
issue, have those restrictions affected
your ability to do your job at all?
Smith: Not at all. Because it's very
important for me to observe the letter
of the law and Ido. At the same time,
those restrictions don't apply as to the
FCC, where awhole lot of the action
takes place. We have awonderful government affairs shop here at NAB. I
work with them every day to make sure
they know the hows and ways and

DIRS
(continued from page 3)

information that can help save lives.
Developing programs to help keep
them on the air or get them back on
the air is very important to the
FCC," Kenny said. "This is really a
small effort with big benefits for
broadcasters."
The administration of DIRS "has
resulted in very minimal incremental
cost to the FCC," he said, with existing staff assigned to the DIRS initiative when activated.
Private information that radio stations provide to the FCC in regards to
DIRS is confidential, he added.
Clear Channel Radio has registered
some of its stations in DIRS, said
Steve Davis, senior vice president of
engineering and capital management
for Clear Channel, mostly in areas
prone to hurricanes and earthquakes.
"We think DIRS is a worthwhile
effort in coordinating between broadcast media, common carriers, first
responders, government regulators and
emergency management," Davis said.
the
company's
Emergency
Operations Center, headed by Jeff
Bennett, expects to help coordinate
local responses for the DIRS database after disasters, Davis said.
"While we are initially focused on
those stations in hurricane- and earthquake-prone regions, we anticipate
that we will be able to provide DIRS
information in atimely manner for all
Clear Channel radio stations."
Broadcasters can register for DIRS
by visiting www.fcc.govInorsIdisasted, or do a Web search for "FCC
DIRS" for more information.

(continued on page 6)
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words that are necessary to advance our
case.
RW: How are you finding the Julius
Genachowski-led FCC? How do you
think that's going?
Smith: [ At the end of October] Imet
with each of the commissioners, including Chairman Genachowski. They were,
for the most part, just introductory meetings designed to get off on the right foot
with each commissioner and as aregulatory body. They were all very favorable
and very friendly.
RW: How do you think NAB is being
perceived, either at the FCC or on the
Hill right now? We talked about this a
little at the radio show. Is NAB still considered astrong lobbying force?
Smith: Ithink the answer is "yes," but
we can be stronger still. When you can
sign up a majority of the House of
Representatives on a resolution, that
suggests that members of Congress
know that we represent family wage
jobs at home and we provide aservice to
their constituents in terms of news,
sports, weather and entertainment that is
of great value to the quality of life of

RW: How would you describe your lobbying style, personally? I've heard you
described as low key, with an ability to
reach across the aisle on difficult issues.
Smith: I've never lobbied before so I
don't know what my style is. But you
describe well my style as asenator, and
Ithink that the most valuable quality in
any human relationship is genuineness
and truthfulness. And Ithink my colleagues knew me for both of those qualities, and I expect to manifest those
qualities on behalf of NAB.
RW: Switching gears to some technical
questions: David Rehr joined with Jeff
Haley and Jeff Smulyan in trying to persuade wireless carriers to include FM
radio in cell phones. Are you involved in
that, and if so, how is that going?
Smith: It's going very well; and Ithink
that was work that was well begun and
we're seeing the fruits of that effort
already springing up with the Apple
announcement that they were going to
include this in their new iPod. It is in the
new iPod the Nano and there is the further thought, we have heard from industry sources, that our iPhones, of which
I'm a possessor, have a radio chip in
them that simply must be activated with
further software upgrades.

December 2, 2009

Ithink that it would be acompetitive
advantage for Apple, and when Apple
does it, Ithink it's only amatter of time
until the marketplace moves other device
manufacturers to follow suit.
RW: Have you had achance to tell Apple
that?
Smith: Just through the media. That's
why we're talking to you!
I flagged this in my first public
announcements and I have reason to
believe they read the papers, too.
RW: ISuppli, acompany that does device
teardowns, had an item about radio
being in Apple devices that we wrote
about this summer. Now it's gaining
steam.
Smith: This is ahuge breakthrough for
radio because literally, Iwould predict in
the near future, your telephone will soon
be more than atelephone — in addition
to what it already is, which is atexting
device, an e-mail device and aminiature
computer. It will also be a radio and a
mobile TV.

Gordon Smith in his Senate days.
Media Telecommunications Council
"Radio Rescue Petition." The MMTC
has 17 proposals, mostly technical items,
to help radio. NAB supported a lot of
their ideas, but one idea NAB didn't support is the idea of re-purposing analog
TV Channel 5and 6for radio. I'm wondering, is that set in stone or could NAB
change its mind when TV gets through its
digital transition?

RW: Which is all good ...
Smith: It's all good and it opens to
broadcasting avery bright future, again.

Smith: TV stations are currently occupying that spectrum and would have to
vacate in order to free it up for radio stations. My understanding is that the NAB
board studied this issue and does not support that idea.

RW: Iwas looking at the public comments filed at the FCC on the Minority
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[Your question] is not abad way to
characterize it, though the way Iwould
put it is: Some of my friends are for it
and some of my friends are against it;
and I'm with my friends.
RW: The friends who pay the higher
dues?
Smith: Ithink the best way to put it is
this is an issue that is evolving, and, in
the fullness of time, it will be resolved.
But it's the kind of thing best done quietly and with technology.
RW: This is based on an earlier petition
filed a year ago by a group of mostly
engineers. They want to extend the FM
band, put LPFMs down there, make
more space for AMs to migrate there, it's
a big, complicated plan, but parts of it
may work.
Smith: Ijust think there's more to learn,
there's more technology to bring to bear;
and time will resolve this better than the
NAB playing referee.
RW: In discussions of radio getting on
deerent devices, we're talking about
FM. Engineers have said to me it's harder to do AM, period, and to get an AM
antenna into a small, portable device —
an AM antenna that would work well;
and that putting AM into these devices
would be more expensive and ahassle for

device-makers. Given these obstacles,
what is NAB doing to help AM stations?
Smith: Obviously we want AM, too. By
getting atoehold with FM, it provides a
way to step up in time to be helpful to
AM as well. So it's not AM or FM, it's
both.
But it's broadcasting, and sometimes
you have to start at the first rung of the
ladder before you get to the second. In
this case it's FM that leads to the second
step of AM.
RW: So FM may be atoehold for AM at
some point?
Smith: Exactly.
RW: Do you plan to go to the CES
show?
Smith: Yes.
RW: What will you look at there?
Obviously HD Radio receivers are of
interest, but what radio devices are you
interested in looking at there?
Smith: Whatever they've got available
for me to learn about and to help broadcast get into the stream of commerce.
But Iwant to go to their show so that I
can emphasize the importance of the
NAB Show.
RW: Former NAB President/CEO David
Rehr said to me last year, and I'm para-

IP • 3G • Wi Fi • 4G • BGAN

phrasing: "Attendees leak at CES, but
they buy at NAB."
Smith: There may be some truth in that.
We see these different shows as having
different niches, but they all sort of work
into one, larger good.
RW: So you're going to talk to people
about radio. Is that another opportunity
to talk to cell phone carriers ...
Smith: Without adoubt.
RW: Say you're in an elevator with a
complete stranger. If you had to
describe radio in 30 seconds what
would you say?
Smith: Iwould just say it's free, its content quality. It's ubiquitous, it's part of
living in the information age as
informed citizens.
RW: So still relevant, radio has abright
future...
Smith: Absolutely.
When you drive to work, what do you
do? In my case, Iturn on the radio. So
think about taking that away from people's lives. Whether you like talk or
whether you like music or whether you
like news channels, sports.
You know, what happened to the
Terps last night? You get that from
radio, if you really want to be up with
the latest and the greatest.

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

MCLANE
(continued from page 4)
humble editor in chief recently ran the
Steamtown Marathon in Scranton, Pa.
It was my first marathon. And after this
challenging, deeply satisfying experience, Ican state with absolute confidence: 26.2 miles is along, long way.
If there's a story in your printed
Icopy of Radio World that you wish
to share with others, remember that
you can e-mail it from within the
digital edition on our Web site. You
need not be asubscriber to delivery
of our digital edition to access it.
The current digital edition can be
opened via an icon at lower right of
our home page. Just open the issue
and then click on the appropriate
icon to e-mail astory. And you can
access past editions under the Resources tab of the site, which means
you can look up and forward articles
from back issues.
Another insider tip: You can
search recent back issues from inside
any digital edition. Use the Search
icon. This can be apowerful tool if
you're compiling information about
recent news events or tech trends.

VSAT • PSTN • DSL

,Accass>

www.comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail: info@comrex.com
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POWER
(continued from page 1)

The Joint Parties, iBiquity and the
National Association of Broadcasters
originally asked the FCC for an increase
more than ayear ago. Observers believe
the FCC preferred an industry consensus
before acting on apower hike.
The United States has about 9,560
licensed FMs, according to FCC data. As
of November, about 1,650 of those were
using HD Radio, according to iBiquity
Digital, or about 17 percent.
'THE WATER IS FINE'
The compromise worked out in
November calls for the commission to
allow a voluntary 6 dB hike for FM
I
HOC broadcasters across the board —
meaning stations could quadruple their
digital power — with provision for
increases beyond that, up to a 10 dB
increase in certain circumstances, or 10
times as much power. Initial prediction
models suggest most stations would be

NEWS
able to exceed 6dB.
The compromise also envisions adoption of technical developments — namely,
single-frequency networks to fill gaps in
digital coverage and asymmetrical digital
sidebands to reduce the potential for digital
interference to short-spaced first-adjacent
analog stations — that would allow more
stations to increase power without negative
effects on themselves and neighbors.
Both NPR and iBiquity also committed to development of low-bitrate codecs
and conditional access crucial to moving
radio reading services into the mainstream digital system.
Supporters hope the agency will
approve the plan quickly. They say it will
show receiver manufacturers and automakers that the industry has aclear path
to increased and more reliable digital signal coverage. Such improvement is critical, they say, as more HD Radio portables
enter the market.
Backers also hope a power increase
will spur adoption of HD Radio among
broadcasters that have not transitioned,
including many standalone operators and

Symmetrical IBOC Power Distribution
(For reserved and non- reserved bands)

owners in medium to smaller markets.
"What comes out of this is a very
strong signal to all of the industry stakeholders, especially the auto manufacturers, that the water is fine," said Mike
Starling, NPR's vice president, chief
technology officer and executive director
of NPR Labs.
"Come on in and help us promote and
deliver these new products to the
American people because they're going
to have awonderful experience with the
benefits of digital technology with services and clarity that we could not deliver
with our analog signals."
Supporters including the four transmission companies in the Joint Parties
say indecision over a power boost —
along with the need for stations to sense
a potential return on investment — has
helped to stall the digital rollout.
Also, proponents say an increase would
help motivate consumer electronics manufacturers to roll out more receivers, including models made for cars.
The industry, however, is not unanimous on the matter by any means.
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NOT ALL AGREE
Skeptics have argued that only stations in the largest markets will transition
to digital because IBOC remains expensive to implement. They also worry that
by boosting power, stations will cause
interference to their own analog signals,
especially at the edge of coverage areas.
They wonder how many stations will
lack the necessary headroom in their digital transmitters to increase power and be
obliged to spend more to upgrade.
Some opponents are concerned about
analog interference to stations caused
when neighbors raise digital power.
Representatives of the Media Access
Project and Prometheus Radio, for example, have asked the FCC to deny the
increase; they say elevated power testing
has not taken into account the impact on
low-power FMs and that "parties noted
the impact of self-interference to the analog signals" during testing.
Entravision has told the FCC that
interference from IBOC stations to rimshot and lower-powered facilities "sim(continued on page 10)

Asymmetrical IBOC Power Distribution
(For reserved and non- reserved bands)

—14 dBC

E

—13 dBC
—12 dBC

—11 dBC
II —10 dBC
Max power level
under NPR formula

NPR has estimated how many FM stations in the United States could increase digital power to various injection levels
using either symmetrical or asymmetrical IBOC power distribution. So for example, the left chart reveals that overall
(both reserved and non- reserved) some 5,132 FMs, or approximately 56%, can operate at — 10 dBc with symmetrical
radiation. But, as shown in the right chart, with non- symmetrical radiation roughly 89% of stations, or 8,156 FMs, can
reach — 10 dBc on one sideband. Additionally, while 35% of stations are limited to — 14 dBc with symmetrical radiation,
the number decreases to 8% with asymmetrical radiation.
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Telos Nx12: 12 lines. No waiting.
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Telos was first to use Mp3 technology, first to see the possibilities of ISDN, first to bring a DSP-based product to
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So, let's take our next call, shall we?
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POWER
(continued from page 8)

ply cannot be tolerated," noting that
KRRN(FM) in Moapa Valley, Nev.,
which reaches Las Vegas, "has been
adversely affected by DAB operations at
the —20 dB level."
Brown Broadcasting, licensee of
licensee of stand-alone WBRU(FM) in
Providence, R.I., told the agency in comments this summer that it is short-spaced
to six other stations and that for various
reasons, its station power is being held to
20 kW, only 40 percent of the normal
maximum ERP for its class. Brown says
the station is one of the ones "that will
suffer the most" from IBOC's "destructive co-channel interference ... which
wipes out asignificant part of astation's
service area."
Brown also stated: "The giant conglomerates that now dominate radio
ownership have some stations that will
benefit from an IBOC increase and others
that will suffer; but their largest stations
are likely to benefit, and they seem willing to trade some burden for what they
see as a greater benefit." It said standalones like WBRU "can easily be
'thrown under the bus' by the trade-offs
that media giants may choose to make."
'REASONABLE COMPROMISE'
What happens with the increase now
is up to the FCC.
The commission can accept the compromise and authorize stations to
increase digital power. It may decide to
use some elements of the negotiated
agreement but add changes to any plan
after inviting comment on the proposal
or on portions of it. Or it could decide to
do nothing.
Observers say the last option is unlikely because the agency has recognized an
increase is needed. Media Bureau Chief
Bill Lake said during the fall NAB Radio
Show that the agency wants to support
IBOC. Audio Division Chief Peter Doyle
has said the current power level "is
fraught with problems" and that notifications from owners converting stations to
digital have dropped considerably.
Weeks of negotiations began in
earnest after the fall NAB Radio Show;
together, NPR and iBiquity made their
resulting recommendations. They urged
the FCC to adopt aplan in which most
stations — commercial and noncommercial — that want to increase FM digital power be allowed to adopt a6 dB
increase, from the current level of —20
dB to apower level of — 14 dB, as soon
as authorized. To go beyond that to a10
dB increase, broadcasters would use
spacing calculations developed by NPR
Labs for stations on reserved and nonreserved FM band allocations. See the
formula in the box at right.
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(The 50 to 60 so-called "Super B" stations eventually would be able to
increase their digital power by as much
as 10 dB, but their increase would be
based on the maximum for their class,
and not a super-powered facility, said
Milford Smith, vice president of radio
engineering for Greater Media, one of the
broadcasters among the Joint Parties. The
Super B language in the compromise was
part of the Joint Party's original proposal,
he said. The language states: For grandfathered super-power Class B stations, the
digital power levels should be limited to
the higher of: (i) —20 dB relative to their
analog carrier as is permitted by the current mies, or (ii) at least 10 dB below the
maximum analog power authorized for
this class of station as adjusted for height,
absent any grandfathered super power.)
NPR and iBiquity crafted the compromise with input from the Joint Parties,
who, along with the technology developer, had advocated an immediate 10 dB
blanket digital power increase. This summer, iBiquity proposed a6dB step in the
interim as acompromise.
NPR has been studying the potential
effects on analog signals if nearby digital
stations raised power. Its initial calculations would have allowed fewer stations
to raise power, and it wanted the FCC to
wait until NPR completed its elevated
power studies before deciding.
Initial NPR study results seemed to
predict that short-spaced stations at the
low end of the dial that air lightly
processed music or talk would suffer
interference to their analog signals, especially in acar radio, from an industry digital power hike.
But after walking through the details,
NPR's advisory committee — a group
that included non-commercial station
engineers as well as engineers from
Greater Media and Cumulus — realized
there would be tradeoffs, Starling said.
One is that some closely-spaced stations could have reception issues. But the
compromise offers ways to handle those,
he said.
"All in all, the committee felt it was a
reasonable compromise to make sure HD
Radio will work up to everybody's
expectations for portable and indoor
operation."
Starling said with its new, final data,
NPR Labs completed new power calculations for the spacing recommendations
that would allow more stations to raise
their power, especially if new methods
such as asymmetrical IBOC sideband
transmission are used.
NPR projects that overall (both
reserved and non-reserved) some 5,132
FMs, or 56 percent, could operate at — 10
dBc with symmetrical power. But when
you apply the asymmetrical software
capability that iBiquity is working on,
then approximately 89 percent, or 8,156
FMs can reach — 10 dBc on one side-

ALLOWABLE IBOC TRANSMISSION
POWER CALCULATOR
The parties agree that additional power increases beyond 6dB may be possible depending on conditions that limit harmful interference.
Stations that seek to increase power by more than 6dB up to amaximum
of 10 dB should be required to file an application with the FCC setting out
compliance with the following criteria and formula:
Between the maximum IBOC power of —10 dBc and ablanket minimum
power of —14 dBc, the allowable digital power for the digital station, toward
any point on the 60 dBu contour of any first-adjacent analog FM station, is:
Allowable IBOC power = [2.27 x(
60 — (IBOC station F(50,10) dBu)) — 33.6]
Source: NPR

band. Also, while 35 percent of FMs are
limited to — 14 dBc with symmetrical
radiation, the number drops to eight percent with asymmetrical radiation,
according to NPRs calculations.
The asymmetrical software would be
installed in station exciters, according to
Ibiquity President/CEO Bob Struble.
Smith said several versions of the formula for calculating how many stations
can raise power and by how much were
discussed in negotiations. "It provides a
path for stations that aren't absolutely
minimally spaced."
NPR previously had filed interim
spacing calculations based on initial
results of its elevated power tests conducted over the summer. NPR has now
completed the study and updated those
calculations. It submitted those to FCC
in November.
THE PACE OF CHANGE
How fast stations that want to go up to
afull 10 dB increase could so, assuming
the FCC approves the increase, is unclear
and really up to the commission. It may
opt to submit the issue of what to do
beyond 6dB for comment, said Starling.
"At that point, assuming they move
forward to endorse the proposal, they
will define how the notification or
request process might work."
The plan includes elements of what
Starling calls a " managed power
increase strategy." The recommendations include the joint development by
iBiquity and NPR of the technical
upgrades NPR wanted, such as digital
FM boosters for single-frequency networks, the software for asymmetrical
sidebands and a variable-bitrate coder
including conditional access for stations
that air radio reading services.
NPR and iBiquity would give the
FCC regular updates on these proposed
technology developments.
Concrete steps to resolve legitimate
analog interference complaints regarding the increase are included in the proposal. The parties say these steps would
remediate harmful interference from
any stations increasing power above the
existing —20 dB power level.

Critics say similar interference mitigation procedures haven't worked well
on the AM dial, where several interference complaints have not resulted in
agency action.
WHAT'S NEXT?
Struble and others said that, if the
FCC does give stations the authority to
increase power, implementation will not
happen overnight; each station would
need to evaluate its situation. But he
characterized the compromise as "an
important first step" in which improvements can be accomplished on the station end of the transmission chain,
requiring no changes on the part of
receiver manufacturers.
"Major advances" in upgrading
broadcaster transmission facilities for
higher power likely would take place in
2010 but that there was no set timetable,
Struble said.
"The Media Bureau has been patient
with the industry in working through each
party's concerns. A compromise has to
help move things along because the issue
is not contentious anymore," he said.
Smith of Greater Media said the compromise is "enough to make areal difference and large enough to significantly
improve the coverage of digital radio as
opposed to analog." Both he and Struble
called the agreement amilestone.
Smith said only acouple of his company's stations could raise digital power
immediately upon FCC approval; most
of the rest would need additional equipment. But he believes Greater Media, as
well as other Joint Parties like CBS
Radio and Clear Channel, would act as
fast as possible to increase power on
their stations if approved.
NPR surveyed member station managers to get ahandle on how many facilities might increase their digital power.
Of 183 responding, 70 percent indicated
they'd raise IBOC power "the maximum
they would be allowed to over the next
year," Starling said. Some, like WAMU
(FM), Washington and KUVO(FM),
Denver, already have purchased higher
power transmitters in anticipation of an
increase.

JetStream Mini gives you the flexibility you
need for audio routing, distribution and mixing
—for about athird of the price you've come to
expect. Everything you need is provided in one
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Tips to Guard Against Tower Failure

antenna loads you may need, including cellular.
Make sure the tower is inspected regularly — quarterly is good — to spot potential problems.
If problems are found, document them to protect yourself or your contract engineering business. After this kind
of catastrophe, everyone looks for someone to blame.
Adopt an emergency plan. This is where the secondary site comes into play. Even if it's simply asingle-bay

from the tower section flanges, seen at the top of Fig. 5.
Not apretty sight. Talk about an engineering nightmare.
General tips for avoiding your own bad tower experience:

Also, Why You Should Place
Your New HVAC Order

Don't skimp on having astructural study completed
before adding antennas and lines; it's good insurance. If
you are purchasing a new tower, include all possible

Sooner Than Later
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(continued on page 16)

fyour manager has ignored your pleas for backup
Iequipment at another location — apost- 9/11 strategy
many engineers have adopted — show him or her the
aftermath of this tower failure.

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

The guyed tower was on a very high mountaintop.
Strong gusty winds were commonplace. The tower
plumb and tension work was completed last year,
according to the site owner.
Questions for the owner to explore in this case
include: Was the tower tensioned properly? Was the
tower design sufficient to support the new antennas that
appeared periodically? Was the tower overloaded?
Of particular interest is the force that popped bolts

Fig. 3: TV, FM, two-way and other users lost their
antennas.

Fig. 1: Check the plumb and tension of your tower.

Fig. 2: A hill, high winds and aheavily loaded tower
may not mix well.

Fig. 4: It's amiracle the buildings were spared, beyond
coax being yanked through the walls.

Fig. 5: Tower section flange bolts popped, offering an
idea of the forces involved.

Just how good
(or bad!) does your
AM signal really sound?
You'll know in ajiffy with lnovonics' latest-generation AM
Reference Receiver and Modulation Monitor. Our 525 is a
sensitive, wideband off- air monitor with a proprietary
detector that reduces interference and ignores IBOC " Hybrid
Digital" carriers.
AM- mod measurements have full 10kHz+ bandwidth, but
a menu- programmable filter in the audio- monitor channel
allows you to preview the audible effects of proposed

transmission cutoff characteristics or to emulate the response
of typical AM radios.
Menu-driven from the front panel, the 525 tunes in lkHz
steps and has five station memories that can be preset to
your own station and to market companions. The highresolution, peak- holding LCD readout shows positive and
negative modulation simultaneously, and also switches to

qualify modulation readings.
Two sets of peak flashers indicate both absolute and userprogrammed modulation limits, and programmable frontpanel alarms (with tallies) give overmodulation, carrier- loss
and program audio- loss warnings.The 525 is supplied with a
weatherproof loop antenna at no extra cost.
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EVERYBODY WANTS ONE.
And who could blame them?

Omnia ONE is the most flexible processor ever built.

Yes, it can be used for FM processing. Or AM

processing. Or netcasting or even studio oroduction and mastering. Everybody wants more for their money. Omnia ONE delivers. And
of course, the ONE has the smooth, punciy, br Iliant sound that has made Omnia the # 1 processor brand in radio. Everybody car now
sound amazing. And we do mean everybody. In less than two years, we have sold mc re than 2,000 units, making ONE the most successful
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PowerStation: the new console system from Axia.

Because there's no such thing as too much uptime.
All

stops

removed

•
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•

Finding space in the equipment racks

years from now, you'll have forgotten this ad. But you'll still have

is like living in abarnyard: too many chickens, never enough coops.

your PowerStation, the full-featured one- box IP-Audio console/

So our team of obsessive designers fit an entire studio's worth

router system hardened with industrial- grade components and

of inputs, outputs, logic and network connections - plus an

redundant power capabilities. Tough enough to take afootball to

advanced DSP mixing engine and amassive console power supply

the groin and keep on going. PowerStation minimizes setup and
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maximizes " bang for the buck." Engineered without compromise
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for broadcasting without interruption.

Easy

as

a
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- into just 4 RU. There's inputs for 2 mics, 4 analog inputs and 2
AES/EBU inputs, with 6analog and 2AES outputs. 4GPI/0 logic ports
round things out. Want even more? Just connect the PowerStation

"I•ime•

Aux to instantly double the I/O — or plug some Axia Audio Nodes

IT

•

PowerStation combines aconsole

into its built-in Ethernet switch.

DSP engine with audio and logic and anetwork switch, all in one

Fan

box. As its name implies, there's awhole lot o' muscle inside that

free

•

PowerStation is silent and fanless.

burly frame, but that doesn't mean it's complicated. In fact, setting

Because studios today are already full of PCs, laptops and playout

up PowerStation couldn't be easier: connect your studio gear with

servers clicking, whirring and generating heat — who needs more

standard CAT-5 cables, connect your console with just one cable,

of that? Not only is there no in-studio noise with PowerStation, those

name your sources and set preferences with abrowser, and you're

big extruded heat sinks are just plain cool. No pun intended (or

ready to rock. PowerStation makes building studios about 3.14 times

maybe it was. We're like that, you know).

easier than ever.

Built
GPI

Oh!

•

like

a

tank

•

Remember

GPIO ports are built in to PowerStation

when consoles were built to last? We do. At Axia, we're all about

— no breakout boxes or add-on converters needed. One day, you

the long haul. There are no compromises: PowerStation uses only

might not even need logic ports: more and more products from

best-of-the-best components. Like studio-grade Mic preamps and

companies like 25-Seven Systems, Audio Science, ENCO, Google

A/D converters. A rigid, steel-framed, EM-tight chassis that shrugs

Radio Automation, International Datacasting, Omnia Audio, Radio

off RF like Walter Payton brushing off tackles. An industrial CPU

Systems and Telos (to name just afew) use the Livewirem standard

designed for high reliability in harsh environments. Beefy extruded

AES/EBU

to send their audio and logic control directly to Axia networks over a

heat sinks. Big, brawny handles to make rack-mounting easy. (And it

single

looks cool, too.)

CAT 5 connection.

Everything's
we

said

included

1.

•

Yeah,

1*

Redundant power redundancy •

"- INPUTS OUTPUTS
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everything: PowerStation combines half- a- dozen essential

tools into one compact unit. No hidden extras to buy, no "gotchas"
after purchase. Inside that muscular chassis you'll find abulletproof
mixing engine capable of handling consoles up to 40 faders, a

GIGABIT PORTS

•
-•

USE

The power supply is the heart of any broadcast equipment, right?
That's why PowerStation is hardened against failure with asuper duty power supply that sports enough amps to power an arc
DC/CAN

MONITOR

welder. And for those of you who like to wear abelt and suspenders,

SURFACE

beefy power supply (with optional redundant power), machine
control ports, and audio

I/O,

there's even aconnection for redundant auxiliary backup power -

all in one box. And of course, since it's

with automatic switchover, naturally - that kicks in if it's ever needed.

from Axia, the IP-Audio experts, astudio built with PowerStation can

You're

covered •
Screen

play

stand alone — or it can become apart of alarge network quite easily.

Axia

Thanks to PowerStation Simple Networking, you can daisy-chain

warranty in the industry — 5years parts

up to 4 PowerStations directly for easy multi-studio installation

and service And ( not that you'll need it),

without the need for aseparate core switch. Just another way Axia

free 24/7 technical support, 365- days-

info- center display. Meters, timers, fader assignments, mix- minus

makes IP-Audio easy.

a-year. We've got your back, my friend.

settings and more, all on-screen, on-demand.

has

the

most

comprehensive
1
-

•

Yep, that's aDVI connector. Your

favorite monitor - standard or widescreen - plugs in to present the
console operator with Axia's "so easy an overnight jock could do it"
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Element

2.0

•

With more than 1,000 consoles already on the air, Element is ahuge hit. And now, thanks to suggestions from our clients, it's better than ever. Element 2.0 has cool features like Omni/a'.

headphone processing presets to give talent that"air sound", super- accurate n-etering with both peak and average displays, one- touch phone recording with automatic splitchannel feed, automatic mix- minus for
every fader, an eight-channel Virtual Mixer that lets you combine multiple audio stream, and control them with asingle fadet and metallic bronze or silver module overlays. And we haven't even begun to tell you about
Element's Show Profiles that instantly recall talent's favorite settings, its built-in Telco cc nt ois, fully- integrated -alkback/IFB and Mic processing by Omnia. And durable? Element is nearly indestructible, ready to take
whatever pounding ham-fisted jocks dish out and keep going. You want examples? Elemmt's avionics- grade sw tches are rated for more than two million operations. What look like ordinary rotary controls are, in reality,
bullet-proof optical encoders — no wipers to wear out or get noisy.The silky- smooth (*inductive- plastic faders actuate from the side, not the top, so dirt and grunge stay out.The high- impact Lexan module overlays
have their color and printing applied on the back, where it can't wear or chip of. The frame is made from thick aluminum extrusions that are stronger than truck- stop coffee. To find out even more about Element, visit
AxiaAudie.com/Element/ . Grab some coffee and prep for agood, long read — remember, our marketers get paid by the word.

Come

together,

right

now

•

Now that you know what you can

The

standalone

network

•

You want your console to be more than

do with PowerStation, let's build astudio.The diagram below shows how atypical Talk Studio might look.

just reliable — you want it built like abattleship. You want the absolute peace of mind that comes from

Mics and headphone feeds plug into the built-in Mic inputs and Analog outputs... your playout PC, using

knowing your gear will never let you down. And if you take one studio A^ .

intenance, you want
J's fir it networked

the Axia IP-Audio Driver for Windows*, connects to abuilt-in Ethernet port... and so does the Telos Nx12

the rest to be completely unaffected. So we desi- -

Talkshow System (which sends 12 lines of caller audio, mix- minus and take/droo/next commands over

broadcast console that

one skinny CAT- 5cable). Send abackup audio feed to your TOC for extra peace of mind. And after all

others, but unplug i,

that, there's still plenty of I/O left to plug in the turntables for the Saturday night Oldies show.
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Hit the Moving Technology Target

(continued from page 12)

'Right Place, Right Time' Is Key,

antenna and an exciter, you will stay on the air. If you
share asite with stations, discuss the plan with them. You
may be able to develop acommon location for your backup equipment.

But Assessing Position

Finally, if something doesn't look right, investigate.
It is your job to be the caretaker of your station's technical resources.
ur story about the TV booster amplifier interfering
with cell towers (Workbench, Oct. 7), reminded
Marc Mann in San Diego of an incident in which users
at an East Coast marina could not lock onto GPS signals.
The Coast Guard notified the FCC, which in turn dispatched a field engineer. The source of the problem
turned out to be aroof-mounted VHF antenna at ahome
adjacent to the harbor.
The antenna's preamp was leaking RF harmonics like
crazy. Authorities confiscated the antenna and preamp
assembly, confirmed the emission source in the lab and
notified the companies that private labeled this device.
Sales were halted. Seems those "FCC TYPE APPROVED" labels really are necessary.
Marc included two links of interest. Here's a story
in Landfall Navigation: www.landfallnavigation.coml
gpsdeafjam.html.
And an item from the Canadian Coast Guard: www.
ccg-gcc.gc.calenglCcglatn_Gps_Interference.
Both make for good reading. Thanks, Marc, for adifferent take on RFI.

E

ngineer Mervill Lawson is CE for WUPX(TV) and
handles contract work for WKCA(FM), both in
Kentucky. While doing research for an HVAC replacement he discovered something that will affect nearly
every engineer.
If your budget permits, you may want to consider placing new HVAC orders before Dec. 31.
After this date, the government will oblige you to
choose aunit that uses R-410 coolant — at asubstantially higher cost. R-22 cooling systems are being phased out
by year's end. Under the terms of the Montreal Protocol,
the U.S. agreed to certain obligations that affect the residential heat pump and air-conditioning industry.
Although it is possible to use R-410 coolant in R-22
systems, the system must first be purged and cleaned of
the R-22. This cleaning process is not cheap. Plus, there is
some question as to how long an older system will hold up
— R-410 runs at pressures nearly double that of R-22.
After 2010, chemical manufacturers may produce R22 to service existing equipment but not for use in new
equipment. As aresult, HVAC system manufacturers will
switch for new air conditioners.
You can read more at this link: www.epa.govlOzonel
title6lphaseout122phaseout.html
As the end of the year approaches, weigh the cost of a
replacement system now vs. later.
Mery can be reached at bear Iinc@mrtc.com.
John Bisset recently marked his 40th year in broadcasting. He is international sales manager for Europe
and Southern Africa for Nautel and apast recipient of
SBE's Educator of the Year Award. Reach him at johnbisset@myfairpoint.net. Faxed submissions can be sent to
(603) 472-4944.
Submissions for this column are encouraged and qualify for SBE recertification credit.
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THE BIG

PICTURE
Skip Pizzi

By nos' most of us are painfully aware of some
unusual business phenomena that the digital age has
wrought. They include the following:
1) Demand for your content may grow yet your
business may suffer (e.g., the newspaper and
record industries).

Iridium therefore was marginalized to asmall subset of users in areas unserved by terrestrial cell-phone
service, and was meanwhile saddled with an extremely expensive network and large, unwieldy handsets. It
folded less than ayear after its commercial launch and
came close to taking all of Motorola down with it.
The moral of the story is that today's pace of technological progress makes accurate predictions at once
more difficult and more important. Profound change can
happen so fast that it can devastate any business plan.
Most of us have already adapted to this, at least in
part. For example, it is extremely unlikely that anyone
today would propose atechnology requiring 10 years
to develop, because we know that we don't know what
the environment will he like that far into the future.
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2) The complete "long tail" of content inventory
(i.e., both the top current hits and the "catalog" or legacy content) can be completely in
stock at all times at every (
digital) store. This
replaces the old paragon of "just in time"
inventory with "all the time" inventory in the
virtual marketplace (i.e., bad news for brick &
mortar stores).
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3) Although they've always been important,
good timing and accurate market forecasting
are absolutely critical to success today, and
with much higher granularity requirements.
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Icalled these points unusual but they only
seem that way to those with atraditional media
background. In fact, they are the new "usual"
as standard operating procedures in the digital
environment.
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MSN Direct seemed like agood idea but lost much of its value
due to the broad penetration of mobile wireless data services.

LESSONS OF LEO
There's been plenty of coverage here and elsewhere
on items No. 1and 2 above, so let's focus here on
No. 3, using a particular instance that's been called
"the Iridium syndrome."
The name comes from the low-earth orbit (LEO)
satellite system that Motorola developed for global
voice communications in the 1990s, as you'll recall.
You'll probably also remember the system's notorious
demise in 1999, after the investment of more than $5
billion.
How could such awell-established and savvy technology company make such amonumental blunder? It
was mostly due to bad timing and poor predictive skills.
There have been numerous contributing causes
cited in Iridium's postmortem, but most analyses agree
that the primary reason for the failure is as follows.
In the 1980s the concept of providing wireless voice
communication to almost anywhere on the planet
seemed like agreat idea, and appeared likely to be a
big commercial success. So Motorola set about designing, building and launching anetwork of 66 satellites
— a process that took about a decade to complete.
During that development time, however, terrestrial cell
phone service had taken hold and was already providing essentially the same service for much of the developed world.

But just how far in front of us do our headlights
actually shine today? What is the currently tolerable
development period? And isn't the increasing pace of
technology constantly shrinking that window?
THERE'S AN APP FOR THAT
A more recent ( though less dramatic) example, and
one that hits closer to home, is the MSN Direct service, which Microsoft recently announced it would
shutter at the start of 2012, as Radio World reported in
its weekly Newsbytes e-mail.
MSN Direct delivered its signal to users' portable
and mobile devices via the 67 kHz subcarriers on a
network of FM stations, so its shutdown will terminate arevenue stream that had been flowing to anumber of radio broadcasters for the last several years.
Again the idea seemed like agood one when initially developed, but lost much of its value in the
interim due to the broad penetration of mobile wireless data services. A dedicated, one-way data delivery
network to general consumers became an anachronism in the era of the almost ubiquitous cell-phone
service, SMS messaging and mobile apps.
Even the latest wrinkle that MSN Direct tried in
delivering data to GPS systems (for real-time traffic
data, local gas prices, movie times, etc.) wasn't anything
(continued on page 18)
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What's in aName? WorldCast Systems
Supply Side is a series of occasional
interviews with industry suppliers. This
is with Christophe Poulain, president of
WorldCast Systems Inc.

SUPPLYSIDE
WorldCast Systems is the new corporate name for the parent of•Audemat,
Ecreso and APT.
RW: What do you feel the new name
says to customers that Audemat doesn't?
Poulain: The Audemat brand is well
respected in the industry, specifically for
our range of monitoring, measurement
and RDS encoding products; but, as a
group, we can offer alot more than the
Audemat
product
range.
Having
acquired Ecreso in 2006 and APT earlier this year, we now have awide portfolio of broadcast solutions that can be
provided both as stand-alone solutions
and also as acomplete turnkey package
for radio and TV broadcasters. We wanted to signal the extent of our capabilities
to the market.

Internationally, we have been unifying efforts across the member companies to ensure that we work efficiently
as aunit and can provide the best service to our customers. All our sales staff
have been trained to advise customers
on all products throughout the group and
provide them with tailored, integrated
solutions to match their needs.
In the U.S., we have amalgamated the
operations of APT' and Audemat Inc.
and are now trading as WorldCast

We wanted to
signal the extent of
our capabilities to the
market.
—Christophe Poulain

Systems Inc., providing API', Ecreso
and Audemat solutions to broadcasters
throughout the Americas.
RW: Do you expect to see convergences
in the product lines?
Poulain: While the core brands will
remain distinct, there are undoubtedly
areas where convergence could bring
benefit to the customer.
One of our most exciting product
launches over the past two years has
been the "Radio All in One" range of
multi-purpose products. The flagship
(continued on page 18)
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Christophe Poulain
Audemat, Ecreso and APT are eminent brands in their respective fields and
we are committed to retaining these as
distinct entities in the broadcast market.
The Aztec brand is no longer in existence and Nortek will be absorbed into
Audemat over the course of the coming
months.
The main group logo bears the strap
line "deliver > transmit > monitor,"
which correspond to the three core
brands and outline the three key areas of
competency of the group: APT codecs
delivering broadcast-grade audio and
video between locations, Ecreso transmitters offering efficient distribution of
terrestrial radio and TV signals and the
Audemat range providing a range of
monitoring and measurement tools. ...
The name changeover is the external
reflection of some changes we have
been making internally to streamline
how we operate together as agroup.

The Moseley Event 5800 — is a carrier
class Tl/E1/IP

Ethernet

radio

link.

Combined with the Starlink SL9003T1,

EVENT 5800 IDU

the Event 5800 creates a high capacity
bidirectional STL/TSL.
,

HIGH PAYLOAD CAPACITY
MOM»
EVENT 5800 ODU

HD RADIO — READY TODAY
LEVERAGE IP DEVICES AND APPS
EASY DEPLOYMENT
EXCELLENT ROI

www.moseleysb.corn
Dave Chancey ( 805) 968 9621
Bill Gould ( 978) 373 6303
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play that we will someday look back
upon and categorize similarly? Perhaps.

(continued from page 16)

EXTRAPOLATION
that couldn't be matched or bettered by
wireless broadband service to the car.
Perhaps most telling is that the ofttouted cost effectiveness of abroadcast
solution apparently was washed out here
by its dedicated nature, vs. the generalpurpose economies of scale enjoyed by
wireless platforms.
This last point may soon apply to the
entire market for broadcast datacasting.
Are there other processes currently in

Consider consolidation and its related
actions: When the terrestrial radio
industry pushed so hard for liberalization of ownership rules in the 1990s, it
thought the battle for survival would be
against satellite radio, and thus the fight
would be waged against asmall number
of large, aggregated competitors. The
same basis motivated the fight against
the satellite radio merger more recently.
Yet it's now becoming clear that the

December 2, 2009

real threat to radio's future may come
from amultitude of small, independent
webcasters instead. Thus terrestrial
radio may have girded itself for the
wrong war, unaware that avery different
battlefield lay ahead.
Tactically speaking, we may realize
too late that instead of lobbying so
strongly for consolidation and fighting
the satellite merger, the radio industry
should have rallied harder against the
music royalties that were initially put
into place for Internet radio during the
CARP proceedings — back in 2001-02,
when broadcasters were fairly silent on

Where Great Radio Begins
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the issue — and worked to develop a
strong webcast presence of their own at
the time.
Instead of configuring itself to ward
off a monolithic opponent, terrestrial
radio should have been preparing for a
far more diversified adversary.
Today broadcasters are indeed rushing to build an online presence, but we
may conclude in retrospect that they
ceded too much early territory to the
establishment of independent webcasting. Broadcasters may ultimately lose
even more from the emboldening of the
music industry they engendered by
watching the initial royalty rate-setting
proceedings mostly from the sidelines,
and the momentum thus generated may
even spill over to the assessment of new
fees on traditionally exempt over-the-air
music broadcasts.
The oft-cited (or perhaps by now,
clichéd) Wayne Gretzky quote about his
success arising from " not skating to
where the puck is, but to where it will
be" certainly applies here. The converse
therefore suggests that wrongly charting
acompetitive trajectory can prove disastrous. One sure way to produce such
erroneous results is by using old-media
formulas in anew-media game.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. Follow him on Twitter at
http://twitter.corn/skippizzi.
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(continued from page 17)

unit of this range, the Ecreso Next
FM, combines ahigh-quality transmitter with essential broadcast functionality such as powerful digital
audio processing, stereo encoding,
RDS encoding, audio back-up, I/O
remote control and TCP/IP connectivity, all in asingle 3U chassis.
Our key aim in taking such an
innovative approach is to deliver
savings to the broadcaster in terms of
cost, real estate, time and energy. ...
As part of the ongoing development of this range, it is likely that we
will harness the expertise and know-

"Intraplex is radio's first choice for rock- solid, full-time operation of Ti STLs
With the new HD Link 950 MHz STL, you can now count on the same dependable
performance, superior support and long-term value for your microwave links
HD Link offers RF power to spare. an integrated IP gateway with sophisticated data
handling and multiple channels of great- sounding audio The intuitive front panel
and remote interfaces tap into the most complete feature set of any microwave
STL. yet take less time to configure HD Link has it all — right out of the box"

Chuck Alexander. Director of Intraplex Products at Harris. has been
helping customers choose the best "always on -audio link solutions
for more than adozen years
.•

Learn more at www.intraplex.com or ( 800) 622-0022.
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how from other parts of the group to
build even greater functionality into
the "Radio All in One" series.
We will also be combining the
knowledge and product ranges available throughout the group to offer a
service-based approach to our customers. We want to move beyond
simply supplying products to working alongside customers in the
design and deployment of broadcast
networks. Broadcasters can leverage
our experience and know-how in
order to ease the burden on their
engineering team.
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York area." Prior to 1949 it had
been WWES and
before that WNRC.
O'Shaughnessy predates the WVOX call
letters; he started at
WVIP in 1957. He
subsequently worked
at WNEW(AM) but
returned to WVOX

PEOPLENEWS
Westwood One promoted two new
vice presidents in its broadcast engineering department. Mitch Glider becomes
vice president of
engineering, overseeing broadcast
and satellite uplink
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Williams, who founded NPM's
predecessor National Public
Broadcasting and was its CEO.
WVOX(AM)
in
New
Rochelle, N.Y., recently noted its
Bill O'Shaughnessy
50th anniversary. The station
and sister WVIP(FM) are led by Whitney
in 1965.
Mark Nash was promoted
Radio Chairman Bill O'Shaughnessy.
WVOX celebrated itself as "
just about the
to president of Full Compass
last, remaining locally-owned and locallySystems. He replaces Susan Lipp, now
operated independent stations in the New
chairman.

Emmis Conummications named Bob
Richards operations manager
of the Emmis-Indianapolis
cluster,
which
includes
WIBC(FM),
WY XB(FM),
WLHK(FM)
and
WFNI
(AM). Among other experience he spent 14 years in
Indianapolis at WFMS(FM)
as air talent/PD/ops manager.
He replaces David Edgar,
who left Emmis-Indianapolis
for another position. Richards
also owns Pinehurst Productions, avideo
production company.

Mitch Glider
facilities. Jeremy
Schumacher
is Jeremy
Nice. president of
Schumacher
broadcast information technology, overseeing broadcast
computer systems.
Jim Graber was
named senior VP and
CFO of '
friad Broadcasting. Graber has
more than 30 years
experience in financial,
accounting and operational management, the
company stated. Triad
also named Bill West
Jim Graber
as its new vice president/market manager of Mississippi
Media Broadcasting LLC for the six-station Biloxi-Gulfport cluster. He was
VP/market manager for Cumulus in
Huntsville, Ala.
The National Association of Broadcasters Education Foundation said
Bruce Reese, president/CEO of Bonneville International Corp., was elected
NABEF Board Chair.
Bonneville has been
founding partner of
NAB Education Foundation's Celebration of
Service to America
Awards since its inception in 1999. He is a
former chairman of the
NAB Joint Board of
Bruce Reese
Directors.
Merging
Technologies
named
Johan Wadsten as international product manager responsible for its audio
cue sequencing system Ovation, replacing Stephane Monhart.
Bosch Security Systems Communications Systems Division named
Steve Johnson business line manager,
pro sound. He's held marketing positions
at Shure, Motorola and Hannan.NPR.
PBS and WGBH named Stephen Moss
president and chief executive officer of
National Public Media, anational corporate sponsorship firm for public radio and
public television. He succeeds Robert
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"VistaMax is a-the forefront of the evolution from standalone consoles to networked
control surfaces, centralized audio management and shared resources. Power,
scalability andl value assure that all PR&E products meet the needs of everyone at
your station — on- air talent, producers, programmers and engineers.
There is no greater evidence of our flexibility and reliability than the number of
stations — large and small — that benefit from PR&E innovations every day."

Paul Barzizza, Manager of Business Development for Radio Studio Solutions
at Harris, has been helping PR&E customers design, configure and equip
great studio facilities for more than 10 years

Learn more at www.pre.com or ( 800) 622-0022.
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Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording

A Look at the Studer OnAir 2500 Modulo
Company ' Breaks Up' the OnAir 2500 Console Into Manageable Parts
BY MEL LAMBERT
While Studer's range of digital broadcast consoles have proved popular in
Europe and the Far Fast, the firm's visibility within North America, in the main,
has been limited to larger TV and video
production facilities.

PRODUCTTOUR
John Hart, national sales director for
Studer-Soundcraft, said Studer has more
than 60 large-scale live production consoles in the TV broadcast market handling
some of the largest live events and music
tours, and he said "good local U.S. technical support" has helped the company
grow its U.S. business of
late. "The

Studer has introduced the OnAir 2500
Modulo, a spin-off of the OnAir 2500
digital console. The company markets it
as a feature-heavy, networkable board
with asimple user interface at acompetitive price.
BUILDING THE MIXER
The OnAir 2500 Modulo is a "build-amixer" version of the 2500, now available
as separate fader blocks and acentral control section, as opposed to being packaged
in astandalone, tabletop configuration.
Both layouts use aseparate touch-sensitive 12-inch 'UT monitor that provides
level, EQ and dynamics displays as well
as system setup and recall. A rack-

n71

9

""

FireWire/MADI for more complex installations. Outputs comprise four stereo linelevel XLR and D-sub ports, ports for control room monitoring and DJ/guest headphones, plus ADAT, FireWire and MADI
connections.
Remote mic and line-level connections
also can be handled via Studer's D21m
I/0 stagebox systems and multichannel
MADI links, while multiple OnAir 2500
consoles in astudio complex can be connected via a Studer ReLink I/0 sharing
system, which provides access to shared
I/0 capacities.
In this way up to 56 inputs and 40 outputs can be accessed from an OnAir
2500 control surface. The 2500's

RADIOWORLD
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screen are remapped as EQ and dynamics
controls according to the user function
selected locally or globally onto the target
channel strips.
For outputs, the OnAir 2500 offers a
stereo program bus, astereo record bus,
two stereo aux busses, a total of eight
stereo mix-minus busses and asingle PFL
bus routing to abuilt-in PFL loudspeaker.

CHANNEL STRIPS
The remappable channel rotary control
features acompanion OLED screen that
displays a channel label, a level
and gain-reduction
meter

7-1

11. 14U

Modulo 2500 24- Channel

success or failure of
European products in the U.S. is directly
related to strength, commitment and
availability of the technical support
organization in place to provide U.S.
broadcasters alevel of comfort."
However the Studer brand is less common in U.S. radio. One element that, until
now, might have been missing from radio
offerings is amodular system that can be
adapted to suit the configuration being
considered for new or upgraded radio
air/production studios.

mounted mainframe houses a separate
power supply and host processor plus
analog and digital I/O connections via
XLR and D-subs for mic inputs, headphone outputs, line and AES-format
ports; optional interfaces are available for
MADI, eight-channel ADAT and eightchannel IEEE- 1394 Fire Wire digital multichannel formats.
The 2500 Modulo ships with six mic
and four stereo line-level analog inputs,
eight stereo AES/EBU format inputs with
sample rate conversion, plus ADAT
inputs for studio monitoring and

MODULO IN THE BROADCAST STUDIO
Radio 105 and Radio Monte Carlo, part of the RCS MediaGroup based in
Zurich, Switzerland, recently opened anew broadcast facility whose main on-air
studios are equipped with apair of Studer OnAir 2500 Modulo digital consoles.
D21m VO units are located in the master control room, with each studio featuring apair of DJ consoles — one with a12-fader panel and the other with asixfader panel. All mixing desks are connected via Studer's ReLink I/O sharing system.
Each studio is equipped with color LEDs to indicate the program that is on
air: yellow for Radio 105, blue for Radio Monte Carlo and red for Rock Nation.
For additional security, when microphones are open, the studios are bathed in
ared light. Separate monitors display alogo for the current program, which
enables engineers to accurately recognize the song that's running. The production center handles three nationwide cable radio programs, two FM stations
and four Web radio outlets.
— Mel Lambert

engine
can run at 44.1 kHz
or 48 kHz sample frequencies,
with synchronization to an internal or
external word clock.
The basic idea here, of course, is that
the various elements can be installed in
custom studio furniture and angled
according to the facility's requirements.
Fader modules also can be remoted from
the main console engine for dual-operator
layouts. Modules are designed to be
recessed into adesktop cutout, with interconnecting cables integrated within console furniture and the mainframe, with the
DSP engine tucked away from prying
eyes (and fingers).
Like the OnAir 2000 and 3000 consoles from which this version is derived,
the 2500 Modulo uses Studer's proven
software technology but with a simpler
user interface.
To reduce end-user prices, three standard configurations are available,
equipped with auser-choice of 12, 18 or
24 assignable level faders; servo-controlled, motorized faders can be supplied
as asystem option. In addition to alevel
fader, each channel strip features aminimum of buttons and asingle assignable
rotary control, for aclear, uncluttered layout. The master section controls monitoring functions and source selection, while
four assignable controls on the TFT

with parameter
readouts that are accessible
using two pushbuttons below the
screen.
In use, OLED screens offer several
user advantages, including awider viewing angle than conventional LCDs, with
enhanced definition — it is remarkable
how much easy-to-read information can
be crammed into such asmall amount of
space on acontrol surface that needs to
remain uncluttered and easy to use.
For viewing system setups and channel
settings in greater detail, the companion
TFT touchscreen incorporates Studer's
Touch'n'Action, for which only critical
functions are assigned to hardware controls on the channel strip, further streamlining the console's operation.
Any console function — including
dynamics, equalizer or aux send levels,
for example — can be called to the TFT
and adjusted either on achannel-by-channel basis or globally, with all parameter
settings clearly and unambiguously displayed on the screen.
The control surface, at first glance,
looks remarkably bare — possibly imply(continued on page 22)

more of your bases covered

\lo one else builds single- cabinet, solid-state transmitters with power outputs of 6kVV
—30kVV in - 14dB hybrd mode and 5kW - 21kW for - 10dB. And only Nautel gives you
an option for even more power in the same cabinet with HD Power Boost. That means
more flexibility in plarning for higher injection levels. Expect more; more engineers, more
innovation, more - 14db and - 10dB power.

Learn more at www.na tel.com/-14dB
Making Digital Radi( Work.
*Its Nautel's 401h anniversary. All NV and NX Series transmitte spurchased in 2009 will receive a5year warranty.
-

nautr
902.823.5131
www.nautel.com/expectmore/
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(continued from page 20)

ing that the user will need to drill deep
into the software to bring the required
function to aknob, afader or abutton for
adjustment; but this is not the case.
Important functions require a single
command action, and are accessible virtually instantly, which is essential for a
live air console where clear and unambiguous access to each control is important. Using the same symbolic language
as Studer's Vistonics operating system,
the 2500's user interface has been optimized as aflat hierarchy without the use
of multilevel menus.
For phone-in and complex news operations, the OnAir 2500 integrates
Studer's Call Management System/CMS,
allowing caller names to be dynamically
displayed as fader channel labels. For
enhanced flexibility, existing radio
automation systems can be integrated
with one or more OnAir 2500 consoles
using control protocol via conventional
serial interface or TCP/IP networked connections. Control room monitoring can
be selected between main stereo loudspeakers, PFL loudspeaker and headphone or guest headphone monitoring.
In use, the OnAir 2500 seems easy to
master within a few minutes. Once the

e
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also help the company find more of a
foothold in the U.S. radio market.
Product Manager Axel Kern said the
target market includes stations as well
radio/TV networks. "Example applications for this console are mobile broadcasting, either live-to-air or production
... In fixed installs, console features
like I/O sharing and codee management
support cost-effective architectures,
using, for example, a few centralized
codees with a networked return line
management instead of having multiple
expensive codees dedicated to each single console."
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Fader Module

Master Module

operator has viewed, on the color TFT
display, the I/0 map of analog/digital signals routed via external port to virtual
sources and hence to the control surface,
it is easy to understand what signal source
is assigned to each fader position, and
how its output is being routed to the targeted destinations.
The Touch'n'Action user interface —
used successfully in the 2000 and 3000
series consoles — provides control of
channel functions via a row of directaccess buttons provided on each channel
strip: pressing akey — Inputs. De-esser,

EQ, Dynamics, Insert, Aux Send and mixminus, plus two user-definable buttons —
automatically opens the corresponding
page view on the LCD's main screen.
Also provided are channel on/off and
PFL buttons — the latter programmable
to set up various groups for complex studio operations, for example — plus adedicated record button that causes that channel output to start recording onto the dedicated buss, and atalkback key.

e
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CENTRAL MODULE
The OnAir 2500's central module
comprises several primary sections:
Rotary Assign, which assigns functions to
the channel rotary encoders (pan, gain/
calibration, source selection, mix-minus
summing, aux send levels); talkback
select; and monitoring selection with individual level controls for control room loudspeakers plus DJ and guest headphones.
Functions are soft and can be user
programmed, if necessary. The array of
user-defined keys usefully load any the
six primary user-configuration snapshots, as well as five assignable functions such as I/O patch selections. A
"Red Light" warning section features a
trio of indicators for on-air warning, an
open CR microphone or a live studio
microphone; functions can be remoted to
larger indicator panels, of necessary.
An optional studio monitoring and
talkback panel provides remote red light
operation, together with studio loudspeaker and headphone control, plus talkback to control room or other destinations, including mix-minus returns.
Pricing starts at $30,000 with many
options available.
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SOLUTIONS
The Studer OnAir 2500 Modulo on-air
and production console seems awell considered alternative to its all-in-one version
for facilities that need the flexibility of
multiple fader panels mounted into custom furniture, for example, or those
requiring interlinked functions within a
multiple-studio broadcast facility. It may
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Backplane of the Rackmounted Mainframe
Input/Output and Processor Box
Kern noted that the U.S. radio broadcast market differs from the European in
the number of commercial broadcasters.
"In most cases commercial stations
have smaller budgets to spend and have
to be operated much more cost effectively than, for example, apublic broadcaster in Central Europe. ... Modern digital
broadcast consoles, especially in the
radio market, must focus much more on
supporting the user in an intuitive way,
addressing him with a friendly and
straightforward interface, both for operation and configuration." That, he said,
has been Studer's goal.
For

USA

information,

at (818)

contact

920-3212

Studer

or

visit

www.studerch.

HOW TO
Send aletter to the editor:
E-mail radioworld@nbmedia.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
Please include issue date.

Change your mailing address:
Visit radioworld.com, click on the
subscription button and follow instructions
to change asubscription address.
Contribute freelance articles:
E-mail radioworld@nbmedia.com
request our Writer's Guidelines.

and

Get information about advertising:
Download a media kit including editorial
calendar at

radioworld.com/advertise.shtml.

"OP-Xis very functional and easy to use.
One of the best features is the log merge.
On our old system it took minutes and with
OP-Xit takes seconds."
-John O'Dea, Ups Mgr
WNNK-FM, Harrisburg, P

Modular Operation in Op-X allows
for atiered system at afraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
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Each studio client is capable
of accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.

D

I=
CM= Ea!
• EMI NMI =I

Remote voice- tracking allows
for creation of content for
remote studios also running
Op- X.
The revolutionary design of
Op- X's clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op-X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of trie process.
Engineers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.

cigullf

AUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was
introduced to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so
excited! It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to 1,7vite you to take
alook at the new Op-X Radio Automation delivery system for
any single or multi-station cluster Op-Xs' versatility allows it to
operate seamlessly with either Axia ¡P-Audio networks or legacy
audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store
11,1

13 ICD

e% ILJ -Fez» rtei

ICO MI

maw-

352-622-7700
www.bgs.«
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Medium Shift: Radio to Television
Thoughts on Streaming From Markell Lambright of CBS Radio
BY MARKELL LAMBRIGHT
NEW YORK — As Internet video
becomes more popular and a standard
marketing, branding and communication tool, traditional TV broadcasters
find themselves moving from the television screen to the computer screen. The
same holds true for radio.

TECHT1PS
The growth of Internet radio has
sparked a desire to stream not only
audio from radio stations, but video content as well. More and more stations are
installing television production equipment into their studios to broadcast their
morning shows not just to car or Internet
radios, but to flat-screen computer monitors in cubicles and offices all over the
country.

Second, because most radio stations
are designed for talking, they make terrible sets for video production. This
means that camera placement or positioning usually is bad. In most of the
studios I've visited, it was difficult to
pull off a multi-camera shoot without
getting another cameraman in the shot.
In atight space, usually one cameraman
will do the trick, but to produce aquality morning show you'll need abit more

What I've found to work well are stationary cameras that aproducer can control remotely like the Sony EVI-D100.
Canon and Panasonic also make small
SD (standard-definition) and HD (highdefinition) PTZ ( pan-tilt-zoom) remote

Roberto Boschian operates aNewTek
TriCaster system for WYCD(FM) in Detroit.
A video-oriented setup can look different
than atypical radio studio.

MANY CONSIDERATIONS
However, aradio station considering
streaming amorning show or any content using video must consider acouple
of things.
While it would seem obvious that the
medium of radio and television are different, you'd be surprised that it is often
overlooked. You just can't throw abroadcaster who's been doing radio for 30
years on camera and expect to get agreat
"TV" product. Talent has to be conscious
of the fact that the audience can see them
now, so they have to pay attention to their
appearance, dress and overall mannerisms when they're on camera.

PRODUCTGUIDE

GENELEC SHOWS NEW SPEAKER

SONIFEX ROLLS OUT
SMALL MIXER

It looks identical to its 8200 family siblings,
8240A, 8250A, but the new 8260A is the
largest yet.

The Si from Sonifex
is asmall-format mixer
designed for on-air
use, especially at
small stations.
Though it is petite,

JJuJjjj

I1

Sonifex insists the Si does not skimp on features.
Useful features include 10 input channels, arotatable I/O panel, analog and digital I/O, fader start for
peripherals, telco inputs, talkback functions, high-pass
and low-pass filters per channel, host and guest
headphone controls and tricolor LED meters.
The Si can be flush- or rack-mounted. It even
offers scribble strips on channel strips and aux and
ext loops. An integrated power supply keeps the
whole package compact.
For information, contact distributor
Independent Audio at (207) 773-2424 or visit
www.independentaudio.com.

On top of being larger, it is also athree-way
model. How does Genelec get athree-way
configuration out of what looks to be atwoway speaker? The mid/high driver is acoaxial
midrange (5-inch) and high (0.75-inch).
As athree-way speaker it also has three
amplifiers — 150 W driving the 10-inch woofer
and twin 120 W amps driving inputs to the
midrange and high-frequency drivers.
The coaxial driver utilizes Genelec's Minimum Diffraction
Coaxial technology along with its Directivity Control Waveguide
technology. The enclosure is die-cast aluminum, featuring
Genelec's Minimum Diffraction Enclosure design.
The 8260A uses Genelec Loudspeaker Manager (GLM) software to control crossovers, driver EQ, alignment, delay,
response, surround configuration and speaker calibration. An
AutoCal calibration system ships with the 8260A.
For information, contact Genelec at (580) 652-0900 or visit
www.genelecusa.com.
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cameras that can be mounted on walls,
ceilings or adesk. Each camera usually
requires a 12 V power source and many
can be daisy-chained using VISCA control cable, which sends the pan, tilt and
zoom commands to each camera.
The next issue for radio stations to
consider for video production is lighting. This is the most important aspect of
video production, and poor lighting will
make your video look amateurish and
unprofessional.
Since all Internet video
gets compressed during
transmission, video camcorders need alot of light
to produce an image that
will retain its quality
through the compression
and streaming process.
Depending on the set,
track lighting using cool
fluorescent bulbs made
for video production is an
ideal option, otherwise a
decent light kit from an
experienced
lighting
equipment manufacturer such as Lowell
will do the trick.
The most important consideration is
bringing these components together to
deliver afinal product is a live watchable stream or Webcast online. After
evaluating different options, from using
laptops with prosumer cameras or highend broadcast switchers, Ifound aproduct from video equipment maker
NewTek called the TriCaster.
This is atelevision studio in asmall,
affordable box that allows radio stations
to produce network-style television
(switch multiple cameras, insert graphics, titles, use virtual 3D sets, etc.) that
can be broadcast, streamed or projected
simultaneously.
In
addition,
the
TriCaster's form factor makes it
portable, so astation can take it on the
road to broadcast from aremote, cover
annual music festivals, concerts, sporting events and so forth. The system is a
past winner of Radio World's "Cool
Stuff' Award, in fact.
As digital media and Internet video
continues to grow, more radio stations
will stream live video to their audience.
As the audience grows, so will the number of advertisers and revenue, enhancing not just the bottom line for the
broadcasters, but the experience for the
viewers who can watch or listen to their
favorite disc jockeys and artist from
anywhere an Internet connection is
available.
Markel! Lambright is aproject manager for CBS Radio in the Digital Media
Group; he manages the implementation
of audio and video streaming projects
for 134 radio stations.
Radio World welcomes your tech tips
and story ideas. Write to radioworlde
nbmedia.com.
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YEAR END
RECOVERY
Millenium Analog, Digital and Network Consoles are now priced thousands
of dollars less than their nearest competition. Contact your Radicé Systems'
distributor for aquote on broadcast's best value of the year!
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NPR's iPhone App Is aRole Model
Network Delivers an Authentic Radio Experience on aWireless Device
BY JAMES CARELESS
National Public Radio has been apioneer in new media. NPR's News App for
iPhone is the organization's latest attempt
at staying in the forefront. With so many
radio entities putting out their own apps,
we thought we'd take NPR's in hand and
see how it did.
Ifound it to be an easy-to-use application that supports listening to NPR audio
while browsing NPR text stories at the
same time.
"The NPR News App is designed to
integrate passive and active news experiences into asingle easy-to-use platform,"
says Kinsey Wilson, senior vice president
and general manager of NPR Digital.
"We know that people like to listen to
their favorite NPR content while reading
the newspaper or surfing the Web. Our
News App makes this possible: You can
passively listen to audio content while
surfing through our wireless site to read
whichever stories interest you."
This said, what today's Internet generation really likes is to get things for free. On
this score, the NPR News App delivers.
The program itself can be downloaded
at no charge from the iTunes store. Once
loaded onto the user's iPhone, the content
doesn't cost anything extra. It is included
with whatever fees they are paying to
their wireless carriers.
EASE OF USE
Once the NPR News App is loaded
onto an iPhone, accessing it is childishly
simple. First, you tap on the NPR icon on
the iPhone's main desktop. Then you use
acombination of finger taps and swipes
— Icall them whooshes — to move
through menus and select content.

Once Iopened it up, moving through
the NPR News App was simplicity itself.
With the help of my Apple-supplied earbuds and some fast fingerwork, Iwas
enjoying this application in a few minutes' time.

np r

News

Top Stories

More Stories

Newscast

For Israel. A Nuclear Iran
N.. Poses Existential Threat

effi

>

A Potential But
Controversial Fix For Ge...
)..:1 have developed

4» >

atechnique that could be used to

;

Kennedy's Lasting
Devotion To Health Care...

mi

4 » >

Kennedy's Death Opens Up
Succession Debate
4» >
Ldward Kennedy dratted a letter to

After you get past the opening
screen, the NPR News App lets you
chose from five main options. They are
News, Programs, Stations by State,
Playlist and More.
The News section lets you access
both audio clips and text stories with
photos. The idea is that you can open up
an audio file that you want to hear — an
NPR news report, to be specific — then
listen to it while looking through other
stories or other parts of the site. You can
also call up the latest NPR hourly newscast on demand.

The audio quality through the iPhone
earbuds is comparable to that of agood
FM radio. In fact, what is nice about the
audio quality is that it is akin to listening
to NPR at home or in the car — it has the
same feel, somehow.
Ifound this fact striking: Somehow
NPR has managed to deliver an authentic
radio experience on awireless device.
As for the online content: Formatted
in atext size and style that reminds me
of reading apaperback novel, it is easy
on the eyes and simple to move through
using up-and-down finger whooshes.
Interestingly, the stories do not appear
to be transcripts of the audio reports,
although they share many quotes and
facts.
Some nice features: You can queue up
reports into aPlaylist, so that your iPhone
plays one report after another. You can
also do this with other programs that
have been archived on the site.
Meanwhile, the NPR News App lets
you browse the site unhindered. Unless
you click on a new audio link, the one
last chosen keeps playing no matter how
many different pages you surf through.
The next major section of the NPR
News App is devoted to Programs. You
can choose from archived or live feeds of
NPR shows such as "Morning Edition."
"All Things Considered" and "Foreign
Dispatch," among others. You can also
listen live across time zones. For
instance, Ilistened to "Morning Edition"
as it was being broadcast on KHPR 88.1
FM Honolulu, while Iwas working in the
afternoon in the Eastern time zone.
The third section is called Stations by
State. You can use this to select whichever NPR station you want to hear, assuming that it is streaming its signal to the

RADIOWORLD
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V1.2
In V1.1, NPR improved sharing
tools, audio controls and image
enlargement. V1.2 was issued in
October; among the 32 updates:
Listen Live: With v1.2, if NPR is in
live coverage, the user will receive
astart-up alert inviting him or her
to tune in. " Down the line, we will
improve the ways in which we
notify iPhone app users about live
coverage," the development team
wrote on its blog. "We also anticipate presenting NPR Music live
concerts."
Better Audio: The update offers
improved audio streaming in lowbandwidth scenarios and greater
Playlist stability.
Sharing: NPR added the ability for
users to share not just individual
stories but also many of the program episodes via e-mail, Twitter
and Facebook. "We have also
improved the Twitter share screens
in particular."
Story Page & Images: NPR
improved the layout of individual
story pages. " And, if you enlarge
any photo on astory page, you will
now see an overlay presenting the
full caption."

Web. The NPR News App also lets you
find stations that are closest to you (using
your iPhone's position relative to the
nearest cellular tower). You can also
search for them by Zip code.
The Playlist section lets you see what
clips are queued for playback. You can
edit the list on this screen, should you
(continued on page 30)

Make the Switch to Presenter Now...
We'll Convert Your Audio and Data For Free!
Presenter, The Ultimate ' Live & Local' Studio System.

ENCO

When Playing Audio Really Matters.
(800) ENCO-SYS

www.enco.com
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More than 1,500 IP-Audio consoles so far.
We're at aloss for words. Thankfully, we've got pictures.
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Swine Flu and Your Radio Station

PROMO

POWER

Radio Is aPowerful Communication Medium. Put It to Work on H1N1
Idrove carpool today.
Any parent who has performed this
function knows that within 10 minutes,
the kids forget you're in the car. Ienjoy
this invisibility as it allows me to eavesdrop on the humor, frustration and fears
exhibited by teenagers.
For once, the fear Iheard expressed
this afternoon is completely legitimate
and, so far, not consistently handled well
by the media — radio included.
Ilistened with amazement as the kids
discussed the spread and containment of
the HI NI virus, commonly known as
swine flu.
One reported that this potentially lifethreatening illness was all over the school
and everyone was going to get it. Another
laughed and said it was just two kids and
there was nothing to worry about. Third
kid said that the swine flu had nothing to
do with H I
NI.
The youngest kid just looked scared.

Jia

Dual
n,r-, ,,

Read now Promo Power articles online at radioworld.com

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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The Web site of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has agreat deal
of useful information including tips on ' what you can do to stay healthy.'

CURRENT INFO
Even if you're working at a music
radio station, you are not excused from
reading this article. In fact, it applies
more to you than news and talk stations,

which already thrive on information.
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention reported that influenza activity remained high in the United States as

II

WVRC-4

Mark Lapidus

CDC 1009 HIM1 F

October turned into November. CDC
said visits to doctors had increased
sharply for four consecutive weeks, and
although visits then decreased abit they

remained at much higher levels than
what was expected for the time of year.
Other data, including hospitalization
rates and the proportion of deaths attributed to pneumonia and influenza, suggest the seriousness of the situation.
Visit the site for the latest information:
www.cdc.govlh Inlflulupdate.htm.
We have enough info to know that we
must build and execute a plan to reach
our audience(s). Because radio remains
the best mass communication medium in
this country, we owe it to our listeners to
offer frequent updates about the spread of
swine flu and how to prevent infection.

TALKING POINTS
You can start by going to the CDC
Web site. Of course, you'll find many
other resources online as well, but stick
with credible, layman-friendly ones like
NIH (National Institutes of Health) or
the Mayo Clinic. Set up a "Google Alert"
to send you stories about HIN1 once a
day, so you don't miss breaking news.
(continued on page 30)
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WEB and Voice Dial- up Remote Control
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Temperature Sentinel' -

Web- based four- port
Temperature Module with I/O

Web Switch

VVebSwitch Remote Power Switch

Audio Sentinel
Web- based Dual Channel
Stereo Silence Sensor
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FREE WEBINAR
December 8, 2009

Radio World TechCast

if•O° Roundtable

"What to Watch for in 2010"
On Tuesday, December 08, 2009 at 12:00
noon Eastern time, Radio World will present
a I:ve Webinar. Please be our guest from
your desktop or laptop for a stimulating
60 minute discussion about the MOST
important technical trends that will affect
radio broadcast engineers, managers and
owners in 2010. We have assembled a panel
of radio's thought- leaders along with our
editor, Paul McLane and contributing editor,
Skip Pizzi.

_34

Radio World Hosts:

Paul McLane,
U.S. Editor in Chief

Skip Pizzi
Contributin

Editor

Guest Speakers:
David H. Layer,
Senior Dire tar,
Advanced
Engineerin,
NAB Science
& Technology
Department

James Cridland
Radio Futurologist

Jeff Littlejohn,
Executive Vice
President, Distribution
Development, Clear
Channel Radio

Sponsored by:

ditime

A unique aspect of this Webinar is that
you the attendee will help determine the
specific topics to be discussed when you
register. Don't miss this rare opportunity to
learn more about radio's most pressing
technologies for the 2 decade of
the 21" century.
nd

Join us FREE of charge - be
sure to register at the link
below in advance or on
the day of the event.

Cc Here To Register
http://www.radioworld.com/webinars7
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(continued from page 28)

•Can you record interviews with people from your
target audience who have had the shots or spray
vaccination to convince others it's safe and easy?

Here are some discussion points for music stations when building a plan to communicate this
vital info:

•Are you prepared to give updates about who is eligible for vaccination and where they can obtain
the medicine?

•How are you going to make the information interesting, short and to the point? Do you have access
to local celebrities or national stars who can act as

•Should certain groups in your area be regularly
wearing facemasks? Find out from the doctors
you've consulted. If so, could your station be giving them out?

NPR
(continued from page 26)

spokespeople for your messaging? "Hi this is
for K- 105's Oink-Oink Report.
Nobody says YOU have to get swine flu. Wash
your hands with soap and water, or use alcoholbased hand rub. Do this at least every time you
eat. Get more information on fighting swine flu at
K-105 dot corn, keyword H I
NI."

Finally, what have you told your own staff about
coming to work when they have flu-like symptoms? Anyone who's been on the air knows how
easy it is to get sick by using the same microphones, computers and headphones as asickie.

•Determine a "swine flu update" rotation for
vignettes you'll air. How many times per day are
you going to broadcast these produced pieces?
•Should you run live copy?

It appears that education about swine flu is the key
to keeping us healthy and happy. Please spend afew
minutes this week doing what you can for the greater

•Can you locate afew local doctors who are infectious disease specialists? Can they give you
updates on your morning show, or interviews for
your Web site?

good. Your station will look better, feel better and —
most important — actually be making adifference.
The author is president, Lapidus Media. Reach
him at marklapicluseverizon.net.

The NPR News App is easy to learn and use. However, what
impressed me was how relaxing it was to listen to NPR audio
while browsing text stories. It really felt like sitting at home
enjoying the radio, while reading abook that interested me.
Put plainly, this app delivers, both in content and presentation. This is why Ithink the NPR News App will succeed
in attracting younger iPhone users.
The facts bear me out. Not long after being launched on
iTunes, the NPR News App became the # 1Free News App
offered by the site, based on user ratings. Are these all hardcore NPR listeners who are downloading this program? Not
likely: Chances are that NPR is succeeding in reaching the
younger demographic it has been aiming for.

Ilectured astaff about this recently and still had
someone come in with what they said was a "bad
cold." Be tough! Send people home if they come in
with symptoms. Likely your staff is small enough
— you don't want an entire department out just
because someone wants to prove that they can
work under any condition.

•Who's going to update your site with the most
current info from the CDC every day?

change your mind.
You can also "Tell afriend" about NPR by e-mailing the
site's URL via AOL, Gmail, Microsoft Exchange, MobileMe,
Yahoo or your own e-mail service.

Ifound this app to be agood example of what aradio-focused
iPhone application could and even should be. My advice to
broadcasters is to buy iPhones, download the app and learn it
inside-out before launching their own iPhone applications.
NPR has posted info about the creation of the app,
including discussion of the development process, at
www.npr.orgiblogs/inside/2009/08/the_malcing_of the_npr
_news_iph.html.
James Careless is alongtime contributor to Radio World.
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CONSULTANTS
We Expertly Refurbish Analog Optimods
Factory Authorized Rechipping, Recapping,
,Realignment, and Restoration.
SSW>.

Bill Sacks, CPBE
(301) 880-7109

•
6
11%• tt

kit

AM-FM-LPFM-TV
$250.00 FM Frequency Studies
Applications, Amendments, Allocations

PHONE: (
631)965-0816
FAX: (
631)403-4617
EMAIL:

,f5,7
CHICAGO RADIO ENGINEERS

Quality Workmanship

TRANSMITTERS/STURADIO WEBSITE
DESIGN/STUDIOS AND MUCH MORE

Evaluation and Repair

BROCK, INC.

BROADCAST TECHNIC AI Cossu IAN is

Full Senire Form Allocation
(/perme in AM/FM/IV/AI N See,

t•

Field \Mirk:Antenna and

Over 45 years engineering
and caniuiting experience

202-393-5133
Fen
',cam OA 30,
tts 173 469S If.• 70. rst ! mid tetserradlezen con
V1111 us on the wsb al sown radiator, corn

www.grahambrock.com

www.amgroundsystems.com

I -877-766-2999

egAIUM

912-638-8028

41.1.

" Member AFCCE"

R. MORGAN BURROW, RE.
G. ASSOCIATES P.C.

REID WORK ASPECIALITY
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minuet adiusbnent, & other measurernoo:

measuenent & pool • I
acility inspecticos
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ELEC1110MORSTES OSIA measurements

CALL 847-328-0775
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AM Ground Systems

Ground System

JPWOCRE-RADIO.COM

4
'

•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Prool using Method ill Moments

24, iEMERGENCY PHONE CONSULTING

@yahoo.com

•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

SPECS FREQUENCY CHANGES

Reliable, On-time Installation

DR JIM WHITE
CHICAGO RADIO ENGINEERS

VISIT WWW.CRE-RADIO.COM

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

PREBUILT OR TO YOUR

•Tower Detuning
•Intermodulation Studies

inkiecrwleng,com

SINCE 1997

Broadcast

COMPLETE $TUDIOS

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies
•Pre-Purchase Inspections

E-mail:

SERVICE AFTER THE SALE
Palm& Media

1-800 AMES 00,81

651-784-7445

ALLOCATION STUDIES

mcelenzacommunicationsconsultant

FASTER—
moREACCURATERAMOCOVERAGE

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

Fax (651)784-7541

Oplunod is atrademark of Circuit Research Labs, Inc.

Communications Consultant

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•AM/FM/NG Applications

www.optimod.fm
M. Celenza

e

rmburrowecomcast.net
301-938-0985 - 609-729-4849 F

ANTENNAS AND TRANSMITTERS
•UPDATE YOUR OLD TRANSMIT-TER A
«PROVE AUDIO CHAIN

AMB Atlantic

•AM,

Media Broadcast

FN1 and TV coverage

predIcrions and upg.de trudges

•Broadcast transmission lacillty
design
•FCC applicanons preparanon
•Comae. Clarence M. Hererage or
Lenora li. 3Ilurabl for additional

..'bCommunicotions Technuloyies. Inc
lade Frenoen,Ylroodoya Enennonns Can*

otto53
TeI(856) 985-0077 • Fax: (8661985.812
BEY Box 1130. Marlion,

www.commteehrf.cont

Call David for
details at

1)4Juig Vernier
,clecommunIcallon Consultants
Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPN/Dr/
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Vr

oft

ftware for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-sott.com

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

\lull:toe\

necri ng

urea« Arta

9049 Shady Grow 401M
Gaithersburg, ND 20877
( 3011921-0115
Inc.
far ( 3011590-9757

mulianeyemullengtcom

cuou@WORLD
Equipment Exchange
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AcousticsFirst •888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
ERI
SHPX-4AE
antenna
tuned to 100.7MHz FM, great
cond, boxed, BO. C Coleman,
231-947-0003 x.27 or engineering@wkItcom.

CONSOLES/MIXERS/
ROUTERS
WANT TO SELL
Used 8- Channel Arrakis
12000 series broadcast
audio console, includes pwr
sply, includes 2TPM2 modules
(mono mic level w/pan cntrl) & 5
TPM3 modules (stereo line level
w/mode cntrI), fully functional,
was used for 3yrs & replaced by
alelos Axia digital system. Seth
Lind, This American Life, 212624-5027 or seth@thislife.org.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY

AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's &
670's, any Pultec EQ's & any other
old tube compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST - 214 738-7873 or
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how
you are using it. DIY- DJ, is a
Linu based radio automation
system and now sports arecord
scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER)
which allows you to schedule
the recording of a network or
any other program for replay
late as well as abasic logging
system. Beside these additions
the system schedules music,
does voice tracking (ALWAYS hit
the vocal), create a shell, live
assist, exact time events, join
satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended remote events and more.
Call (406) 679-0527 or email
krws@digitaldevelopment.net
for acopy today.
COMPLETE FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Rade S

SCIVIS,

S

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214 7387873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
Delta 01B-1 Operating Impedance Bridge in excellent
condition, 520-498-5291.

Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter, microphone,
mixing consoles, amplifiers,
mic preamps, speakers,
turntables, EQ working or
not, working transformers
(UTC
Western
Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin, RCA, Gates, Urei,
Altec, Pultec, Collins. Cash pick up 773-339-9035
Delta Electronics RCS 1-V
remote control system, new,
used, junk, any way shape or
form. RBurkhardt, reburkhardt@
wbaa.org or 765-494-3968, 7-4
weekdays.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast recording gear, amplifiers,
preamps, outboard, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots acceptable. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.

STOP
AM RADIO INTERFERENCE
Nith aplug-in modem/telephone RF filler from

KY Filter Company

RADIOWORLD
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

Davis, CA 95618
(530) 757-6873

RAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE

REMOTE & MICROWAVE

Your # 1 Source

SWE RENT FOR LESS
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

If we don't have it,, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040

s"You

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@bayountry.com

Know We Know Radio"

STATIONS
SIGNAL MONITORS
WANT TO SELL
(3) Belar RFA1 amplifiers
(88.9, 92.5, 89.5) good condition will let go "as is" for
$50/each plus shpg. Please contact mraley@bbnradio.org or
call 704-523-5555 for pictures or
information.
Buying used equipment?

TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

WANT TO SELL
AM Station in Rome, NY
REDUCED PRICE plus FM
translators in Enid OK,
Jacksonville, NC & Temple,
TX,
Taylorsville,
IL,
Hopkinsville,
KY,
Lawrenceburg, TN. Email
mraley@bbnradio.org.

WANT TO SELL
Used Harris Gate; MW-f(
5k
day 1k night xmtr serial 90939),
$200/130 + buyer responsible for
removal; Moseley PCL 600 SIL
xmit & receive, frequency is
949.00 and was constructed in
Jan 1988, $ 750 + shpg. mraley@bbnradio.org for information & pictures.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

Selling used equipment?

EQUIPMENT

yOU IRE I
N
THE RIGHT
PLACE'

Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios
stations need Equipment.
Will offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared between three Wisconsin
stations. Looking for Mics, Mixers,
field equipment etc. You name it.
Email: DanOWIECradio.org.

Ca Ill
615-776-1359

3010 Grinnel Place

December 2, 2009

CCA AM 10,000 D Call John
KQS5 928-595-0263 between
10 &6PM Pacific Ti -ne.
WANT TO BUY
AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches,
AM Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcgloiial.Net

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television

www.ky-filters.com
Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
'LOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,
Hams, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

Yellow strobe lights (5), $ 101
ea.; (
1) bulk demagnetizer, $ 10 +
shpg; Matchbox Il interface amp,
$40 + shpg; (2) USDA utility summing & distribution amp, $40/ea
+shpg; (4) Burk GSC 3000 used
but in gd cond, $ 250/ea + shpg;
(5) RPL FPBUC2 balance to
unbalance converters, $ 20/ea +
shpg. mraley@bbnradio.org.
WANT TO BUY
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.

I'm
looking
for
San
Francisco radio recordings
from the 1920's through the
1980's. For example newscast,
talk shows, music shows, live
band remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, KQW,
KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for
copies... Feel free to call me at
925-284-5428 or you can email
me at ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

Used FM Transmitters
Crown FM1000E ( demo), solid state
BE FM2-C, solid state
Harris Z2, solid state
Harris FM5K1
Harris HT5
BE Fmi1405 ( IBOC), solid state
BE FM20S, solid state
Continental 816R-4B, solid state IPA
Harris HT30CD
BE FM35A

KW
2
KW
2
KW
5
KW
5
KW
14+5 KW HD
20
KW
27.5 KW
30
KW
35
KW

2009
2001
2005
1988
1991
2005
2005
1984
1994
1986

5
5
5
5
50

Used AM Transmitters
1982
Harris MW5A
1987
Harris MW5B
2002
Nautel ND5, solid state
1987
Harris SX5A, solid state
1989
Nautel Ampfet 50, solid state

1

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

Exciters
'New' 30W Synthesized exciters
Used BE Exi250 FM & HD exciter
Used Harris Digit 2nd Generation exciter
Used Nautel NE-50 exciter

Please visit our websiie,
www.lmarnly.c&m. for additional listings.

Coatineztal ele,ozonic..5
ik7)
crown BrORIDCRST

94ferilS
New TV Transmitters- Analog ana Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technaloçix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 Wto 10 KW)
TVSTL

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361
www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmantv.com
RETLNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FDR A QUOTE!
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ECONCO NEW TUBES
New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

our award winning facility in Woodland California!
Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high

TEL: 800-532-6626
INTL: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX +1-530-666-7760
www.eCORCe.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

NEW TUBE
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EMPLOYMENT

TUBES

C Electronics

HELP WANTED

An International
Distributor of RF Components

Tubes

Western New England regional radio group

NEW & REBUILT

seeks a Chief Engineer. We offer excellent

TRANSMITTERS. STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS. ANTENNAS,

ISO 9001 Certified

facilities and an outstanding quality of life.
From the outdoors to the arts we have it all.

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR JADIO DISPLAY)

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

Proper candidate should have RF ( AF) and IT

EXCITERS- TRANSMITTERS. TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

experience. FCC and SBE certifications a plus.

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Please send resume in confidence to:
Engineer9261@yahoo.com
No background calls will be made without your consent.

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

On fire Christian broadcasting personality with high energy, passion and
ethics! Experience with Cool Edit, Pro Tools,
Sonic Foundry and ACID programs. Jeremy,
817-705-5114 or in7days@gmail.com.

Are you a small market station needing agood nuts & bolts engineer in the
Los Angeles area?
Iwill make your station
shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for
Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 917-324-8466
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/talk show host
Adam Amick is available for shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out
www.bleacherreport.com
for samples. Call
214-384-5812 or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
,,,T1

I

dumb , Heal
1-4,

75Ie 40 471q

PRom oon sroce
To Order:
1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800
Se Habla Español

=

352-592-7800
Eso 352-596-4884

BEST SERVICE
wuK.dmdcrItanart,com

RF PORTS - CO.

=

Se Habla Español
awni *Moon

FOR THE BEST PRICE
Ens at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprimeemom.

We Export

MAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Motorola • Toshiba • SOS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

737-2787

760-744-0700

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS, CONT.

BESCÔ
INTERNACIONAL

World Leader
In

AM- FM

41

S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STIjs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

Complete hreentory at:

Studio & Test Equipment

Pre-Owned AM-FM mks ia stodd

S .You Know We Know Radio" S

www.Besco-Inte
LE. Witkovski - President
Rob Malany - Vice President
Sales: (
3211-960-4001

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

Info: (
972)-9

K

Car1 ,41.41. Culllorma 9200%
17.1410 44'1,

EEV

Pa Box 6409

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &

]©WORLD

e

Spring Hill. FL 34611

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

SVETLANA

eeePeces

sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Pro-Tek ®

COMIIM01041.10•••

Worldwide Availability

Happy, energetic lady willing to travel
to you. Self-starter that will fulfill above and
beyond expectations. Seeking position with
your station. On- air experience. M.collier72@yahoo.com.

Z

DISTBIBUTOI

POSITIONS WANTED

Young radio professional seeks on-air
opportunity. Fun and quick witted, loyal,
diligent and hard working. Digital, boards,
copywriting and published poet. Rusty
Dawson, 469-237-7015; rusty85@gmail.com.

=

Email: Sales @ 13 esco-Int com

inDOCNORLD

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitter

=MU

V seiN RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail 8.
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.ramseyelectronics.com

>54

800-446-2295
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of some Tl based systems to limit delays
to afew milliseconds can eliminate echo
and howl during real-time listening and
slash the aspirin budget.

The Case for Ti STLs
Like Meat and Potatoes: Here's Why

4. OH MY GOSH.
OUR LINK IS DOWN.

T1 Circuits Aren't Going Away

ICOMMENTARY

2. WERE GOING TO
SAVE SO MUCH MONEY.

BY DAVE CORP

OK, even though "Fis
have dropped into the
$400-per-month price
range (based upon distance), it's true DSL circuits can be leased very
cheaply. And the savings add up. It's a
common way to cost-justify the price of
new equipment. So, time for item #3.

Fust, congratulations for reading this far.
With all of the "I'm IP, are you?" and
recent introductions of radio-based studioto-transmitter links, you'd think venerable
T1 -based STLs have gone the way of
typewriters and 8-track.
So, in the spirit of full disclosure and
to make sure all of the facts are out on the
table, here's why T1 circuits — like meat
and potatoes — aren't going away.
1. YOU CAN'T GET THERE FROM HERE.
Maybe this is too obvious, but there
are applications that aren't suitable for
radio or IP STLs. In the case of radio
links, it could be the airways are full. Or
it could be terrain, distance or up-front
costs. IP requires a high-speed link —
often DSL — which can be found in
more and more neighborhoods and business parks but perhaps not so much at
remote broadcast towers.
Ti has the benefit of ubiquity (with a
"u", actually). Telcos, and their competitors, have mastered Ti delivery so you
can get one just about everywhere.

3. WHY'S IT SOUND FUNNY?
Any engineer worth her/his salt knows
all about this. For IP audio, you need high
Quality of Service or QoS to "guarantee"
that audio content is not delayed and thereby distorted by other traffic within the massive Ethernet arteries that stretch across the
globe. For sure, if you have aprivate link
— such as aradio-based STL or IP carried
over aT1 — you have full control to avoid
transmission delays. But the public network for IP transport can look like aLos
Angeles freeway during afternoon rush
hour(s) when even "express lanes" may
not be express enough.
Tried-and-true T1 s, of course, are
immune from delays. In fact, if it's offthe-air monitoring you're after, the ability

ADVERTISER INDEX
PAGE

ADVERTISER

5

Arctic Palm Technologies

When asking telco types for an
IP link, check to see what kind of
support is available when it fails.
Tls get full telco attention because
they are business-class circuits.
There are lots of classes of IP service; the price goes up and savings
may peter out for IPs with service
assurances comparable to Tls.
5. OH MY GOSH.
OUR LINK IS DOWN.
Ethernet is known for
lightning-fast speeds, not
lightning resistance. That's
because Ethernet speeds
are relatively high ( 10 Mb
to 100 Mb or even gigabit
Ethernet) when compared
with T1 ( 1.5 Mb). The
physics of the whole deal
is that lightning protection
components work very
well with T1
s, but stray
capacitance and inductance start to wreak havoc
with Ethernet-rate speeds,
essentially loading down
(stray capacitance in this
case) the signal to the
point it's unusable. I'm

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio ‘Vorld
no liability for inatxtirac

14-15. 27

Axia - Alelos Company

28

Broadcast Tools, Inc

23

Broadcasters General Store

3

BSW

www.bswusa.com

6-7. 35

Comrex Corporation

WWW.COMMX.COM

26

ENCO

4

ERI

here to tell you that broadcast towers
excel at attracting lightning, so an IP
hand-off from atelco can be iffy if you
plan to operate during the spring, summer or fall. One of the world's two
largest telecom carriers recommends that
Ethernet hand-offs be extended optically
to within inches of cell tower radios
before an electrical hand-off.
6. OH MY GOSH. OUR LINK IS DOWN.
You may have read about a recent
STL failure caused by tower storm damage. It's arare event. Heavy snow, heavy
rain, fog and the like are more common,
and can impact microwave — even with
redundant links (that need
to plow their way through
the same crummy conditions). The thing is, folks
often depend upon your
station when emergencies
occur, so susceptibility to
Mother Nature deserves
some consideration.
7. OH MY GOSH. THAT'S
NOT OUR SIGNAL!
"Thousands of confidential files on the U.S.
military's most technologically advanced fighter
aircraft have been compromised by unknown
computer hackers over
the past two years"
(CNN, 4121109). Hackers
(continued on page 34)
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www.axiaaudio.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.bgs.cc

www.enco.com
www.eriinc.com

22

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com
www.broadcast.harris.com

18-19

Harris Corporation

12

lnovonics Inc

11

Logitek

17

Moseley Associates

21

Nautel Ltd.

13

Omnia - Alelos Company

22

Radio Sales Café

25

Radio Systems Inc

www.radiosystems.com

9

lelos Systems - TLS Corp.

www.telos-systems.com

1

Tieline Technology

www.tieline.com

2

Vomis

www.vorsis.com

36

Wheatstone Corporation

www.inovon.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.nautel.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.radiosalescafe.com

www.wheatstone.com
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I
have been in the engineering business for more
than 45 years and have built more than 50 radio
stations all over the country. I
look forward to
getting RW and read it rover to cover. 9"

Gene Sisk
hElL

SOUDD

wwwI efisuund corn

Sisk Engineering Inc.
Tupelo, Miss.
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ISN'T THAT WHAT RADIO IS ABOUT?

EMPLOYEES AND TRUST

Your Sept. 1 front-page article " Is AM Radio Still
Relevant?" concerns me.
Our family-owned AM stations in North Carolina, WLOE,
Eden and WMYN, Mayodan, continue to do well. WLOE
signed on the air in 1946, WMYN in 1953. I've been here
since 1972.
Last year was our best year ever; 2009 will be better. Our
niche programming, local talk shows, news and community
involvement Monday—Friday and 50+ regional Christian pro-

In response to Mark Lapidus' horror stories about employee misconduct ("Trust, If You Wish — But Verify Too," Oct.
7), Iwas disappointed that the main thrust of the article was
that since some of your employees might be useless bums,
you have to treat all of them as such.
Ifail to see how that will encourage your weaker employees to perform better, and Ialso fail to see how that won't cause
your stronger employees to jump ship at the first opportunity.
Ican't think of too many cases where a100-page employee
"code of conduct" manual inspired me to work harder for my
station. Nor can Iremember times when frequent reminders
that my e-mail was being monitored made me feel like this job
was worth staying at. And I'm pretty sure that nobody who's
told that they can expect zero privacy at the office is magically going to be committed to the success of the station.
If your employees stink, I'd wonder more about why they
stink than Iwould about how Ican "police" them better.
If you can't get good employees, have you taken along,
hard look in the mirror? Is your facility a dump? Are you
paying shamefully low wages with no benefits? Are you
offering zero job security? Are you and your managers acting
more like Pointy-Haired Bosses from "Dilbert"?
If you can honestly say that none of those questions applies
to your station, you should have little trouble attracting good
employees whom you don't have to treat like prisoners. If you
are having such trouble, then re-read that last paragraph!

READER'S FORUM
grams on Saturday and Sunday contribute to our success.
We're the only full-service stations in the market.
My wife Annette and Ido a9 a.m. " Information Hour"
weekday mornings, filled with hometown happenings. Live
and local. Longtime listeners tell us we're " like amember of
the family."
We stream all of our local programs, about 40 hours weekly, at RockinghamCountyRadio.com, and continue to see
increases in our local, national and international audience.
Next year will mark my 50th year in radio. Iwent on the
air in July 1960, a few weeks after my 13th birthday, at
WSAT in Salisbury, N.C. Ibelieve in our stations, and still
love this business!
No, we don't have amillion listeners or dollars, but we do
provide avaluable service for loyal listeners and advertisers,
and isn't that what radio is all about?
Mike Moore
General Manager
RockinghamCountyRadio
WMYN(AM) Madison/Mayodan, N. C.
WLOE(AM) Eden/Reidsville, N. C.

Ti STL
(continued from page 33)

may not be after your aerospace technology, but with growing talk of subscription-based services, some consideration
should be given to protecting valuable
program content and avoiding unexpected broadcasts of new "personalities" and
content throughout your tricounty area.
Even a private microwave link isn't
immune, as demonstrated when aLong
Island station's microwave STL was
overpowered in 2006.
On the other hand, Tls over copper or
fiber are immune, from hacking and
pirating unless the attacker has physical
access to the copper or fiber pairs. As
they say in the phone companies, aT1
circuit is a "nailed-up private line."
8. SO, I'M JUST GOING TO HOOK
OUR OLD PBX AND OTHER Ti BASED
EQUIPMENT TO OUR IP LINK.
Good luck with that. So-called
"pseudowire" (transporting T1s over
Ethernet) is agift from above if you just
need to surf the Web or link office routers
for e-mail and file transfers together. But
the big telcos know that even when

Next Issue of RADIO WORLD December 16, 2009
Next Issue of ENGINEERING EXTRA December 9, 2009

Aaron Read
General Manager
WEOS(FM)
Geneva, N.Y
The author is an occasional contributor to Radio World.
Opinions are his own.

they're providing Ethernet to cell towers
(to support all the new cell phone features) they also need to provide aT1 for
synchronization. And many have learned
that using pseudowire for cell phone calls
(voice calls, not data) is subject to the
congestion and quality issues already discussed. Cell phones aren't exactly broadcast quality, either.
These days, when cash is short, it can
be atough argument to replace working
T1 equipment with something that may
not work as well.
9. IT'S ALL ABOUT QUALITY.
On the one hand we have the new alldigital TV network, HDTV, 10+ megapixel cameras, HD Radio, Home Theater,
countless consumer magazines and Web
sites that rate which car or toaster or
movie is better. On the other hand, there's
documented listener fatigue and audio
artifacts that can be part of IP processing.
IP offers alot of operational advantages,
but public perception seems to be tied
more and more closely to quality.
Watching the recent grainy replays of the
Apollo 11 moon landing was reliving a
thrilling bit of history and amighty fine
reminder of how much quality we now
take for granted.

December 2, 2009

There are lots of articles on the digital
radio transition (a.k.a., Web, podcasting
etc.). Content is king, how the content
gets delivered is secondary. So, if content
is (are?) the Crown Jewels, preserving
the Jewels deserves consideration as Job
1. Of today's technologies, T1 is the bank
vault of transport.

10. IP SOUNDS FINE TO ME.
It probably really does to many. But
with ratings so close, there's something
to be said for nailing the fundamentals to
assure apristine signal. Some will care.
Some pay a premium for better quality
Sirius stations on their PCs. Some will
gravitate to the highest quality and most
dependable signal they can get.
We've all seen the arguments for IP
and microwave. They remain good
choices and have many well-documented
benefits. But in the final analysis, there
are other factors worthy of consideration
when putting together a comprehensive
STL cost-benefit analysis.
The author is director of marketing for
Pulsecom, a subsidiary of Hubbell Inc.
Pulsecom designs and manufactures
telecommunications access products.
Comment on this or any article. Write
to radioworldenbmedia.com.
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Comrex BRICLink

provides reliable, high quality, cost-effective IP audio transmission
over dedicated links.

plus

ISM Band 5.x GHz IP Radios

from Trango Systems, iranzeo, NiOtOrci,
UgIU %di.hers available at BGS
provide a low-cost, unlicensed, line of sight data link.

equals
Perfect, low cost STL solution

Use with BRICLink's linear and FLAC modes for full bandwidth audio
with minimal delay. Easy to set up. Low operating cost.

Available from
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General Store
,vv,w.bgs.cc •
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ENSERIES 8WHEATHET-ID ARE YOUR BEST CHOICE BY A
LONG SHIT.
When it comes to networking your facilities, there's
only one best choice. Wheatstone. For years, we've
been the networWcontrol surface choice of top
broadcasters. And with good reason - we care.
VVheatstone's Audio-Over-IP product is the best in
the business. Here's why:
1. WheatNet-IP is easiest for a station to
implement and configure. It is, hands down,the
easiest hthe industry. No need for Wheatstone to
provide factory on-site assistance unless you really
WANT us there. The manual and app notes will have
you up, running and stable in less time than any other
system.
2. WheatNet-IP is a natural for large facility
multi- station networking (and for smaller
facilities tool). It uses the GU-) features of
Ethernet Layer 3switches to identify amulticast
packet, see which ports are requesting that packet,
and send it only to those ports. Traffic control is
maintainnri and nmntem bandwidth is optimized.
3. Redundancy is critical. Atypical WheatNet-IP
installation has multiple levels of redundancy. Each
BLADE holds the complete map of the entire system
within its onboard memory - we call it distributed

intelligence - asystem with 50 BLADEs has 49
backups with failover in the event of afailure. Cisco
Stackwise technology provides redundancy in the
central core TOC switch. AVVheatNet-IP/E-Series
console studio complex can stand alone, even if the
TOC goes down, with backup analog or digital
program audio feeding aback end router
independent of the core Gigabit infrastructure.
4. Modular is better. Why would you want to
combine your switch, mix engine and VO into one
box? Beats us. With WheatNet-IP, you install only
what you need, where you need it. We believe in
not oversellina.
5. Manufacturing quality is very important.
Wileatstone is proud to have the best track record in
the business for build-quality, reliability and intelligent
functionality. With far more up-and-running installations than anyone else, this is where we really shine.
An investment in WheatNet-IP and E-Series control
surfaces today will reward you with afuture- proof,
failsafe networking/control environment that's
infinitely updatable and in for the long run.

6. WheatNet-IP has an advantage.
lake alook at your entire environment. VVheatstone
is aperfect partner because we are always there,
always innovating. Built into every WheatNet-IP
BLADE are features others just didn't think of - handy
utility mixers, silence detection, crosspoint routing
control, headphone monitoring of any source, lots of
logic GPIO, and comprehensive metering of audio
VO, not just signal-presence indicators. And, in the
hugely unlikely event that aBLADE needs to be
replaced, you just plug in anew one and enter the
RI ADF nt imber. That's it
7. Wheatstone is local. WheatNet-IP and the
E-Sehes, just like ALL Wheatstone products, are
designed, engineered and built from start to finish
in our New Bern NC USA facility. Everyone who
works on our products is 100% knowledgeable and
immediately available. You can relax - as with the
famous insurance company, you ARE in good hands.
With WheatNet-IP, we think we've done our homework. In fact, we know we have. And we're happy to
say that we've got the best product on the market.
To learn more, and there's aLOT more, get us on the
phone or visit us on the web. We'll be happy to meet
with you and get you everything you need.

Audio Networking

Simply Evolved

phone 1.252.638-7000 I
www.wheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com

